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TOADITO,RIAL 
Surprise, surprise. 
Alter a mere three months, 
the Cane Toad Times Is back. 
Are we a quarterly yet? No, not 
q�uite. We still need your artistic 
and financial support. · 
This Is the Food and Corruption 
Issue and It Is Jam-packed with tasty 
morsels and sordid tales tor summer 
reading. Evan Santa gets dona- wall 
done. Ot course, all characters and 
events are entirely fictitious and any 
resemblance to persons living or 
dead lsJust good luck. 
About the last Issue: Apologies to Lisa . 
Smith. Her Illustration of a balanced re­
lationship was up/side down ... but all very 
balanced. Also apologies to Dave Tyrer tor 
leaving his name ott the Notional Times 
cover. (Dave did the Russ Hinze collage.) 
The next Issue will be out In March, unless 
the Editorial Collective dies of exhaustion 
before then (It's on the cards). The subJect 
matter will be DEATH & STYLE, but we 
wouldn't mind having a go at Halley's Comet 
as well.-
11 you have any writing or graphics ·that 
,should be In the Cane Toad Times, then 
please send them ln. We are particularly 
keen to hear from women writers. 
Now we are almost a quarterly, we need . 
more money up-front to keep rolling. It you 
want to keep reading the Cane Toad Times, 
then subscribe and buy all our T·shlrts. See 
·page t 6 tor details. 
•••• 
·THE AIMS OF THE CANE TOAD TIMES 
To wipe poetry off the face of the earth. 
To provide an outlet for people to write what 
we want to read. 
To undermine the family and totally destroy western 
civilisation as we know it. 
To boldly go where no poet has been before. 
To seek out and vigorously oppose creeping 
poetism in all its earthly manifestations. 
· Tq keep the law of the Cane Toad Pack and 
do a good deed every day. -
To produce a magazine that not only looks goo·d, 
· 
buJ is good'for you too. 
Contributors, Conspirators & Cohorts 
DANIELLE (Jet Set) BOND SASHA (Hungry Enzyme) MIDDLETON 
MARK (Road Warrior) BRACKEN DAVID (Disco) MONAGHAN 
DEBBI (Skip) BROWN ·. PHYLLIS (fingers) PATERSON 
JOHN ("It's Co.ming'') CAREY · DAN ("I've Got the Time") PEARCE 
TONY (Sydneyside) COLLINS . GWYN (Clotheshorse) PERKINS 
IAN (Herb) COOK DAVID (The Director) PYLE 
JUDY (Fine Line) DUNN· MARK (Ironing Board) ROSS 
MALCOLM (Deadline) ENRIGHT JEREMY (Rambo) SCRIVEN 
ANDREW ("Handle It STD") FRASER DAM IEN (Peter Sellers) SIMPSON 
IAN (Fun Boy) GRAY JOHN (Armageddon) SHAKESPEARE 
NOELA (Etiquette) HILLS: PETER (Groucho Marxist) SKINNER 
ANNE (Chicken Liver) JONES LISA (Alligator) SMITH 
RANDALL (Raspberry Beret) KAMP JOHN (Steak Knife) STANWELL 
BUFFY (The Enforcer) LAVERY· SIMON·(Bottler) STOCKS 
NERISSA (Pig Pen) LEA. STEVE (Gutter) STOCKWELL 
DAMIEN (Cockatoo) LEDWICH DAVE (Killer) TYRER . 
TIM (Weedy) LOW. CECELIA (Bones) VAN HEUMEN 
SPINA (Snip Snip) MACRIS, KEVIN (Snapper) VELLNAGEL 
MATT (Cat Surfer) MAWSON WARWICK (Swayin' Steed) VERE 
ROSS (Primordial) McLEOD LIZ (Wild One) WILLIS 
ASH LEIGH (Seafood) MERRITT: GEOFF (The Voice) WOOD. 
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l•rklll 11· 1111 11 ... 11 et 1111 lluy . ,.IItie. 
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Ill fllrl ef 1111111111 I Better Ute In 1 Str11i11r Stall, 
II till lltlll IOVIrllnllt ldVIrtlllll 111111. puts 
'lt. . 
. . 
In Brazil they have a sp�cial kind of accountant/ 
lawyers who are liCensed by the government to 
. offer bribes. In .the United States, the good 
intentions of publicly-funded election campaigns 
have been subverted by Political Action 
Committees, the loosely�affiliated but never­
theless party political front organisations which 
actually own the politicians. 
The Westminster system of government, dev­
eloped in Great Britain over the last thousand 
years, has always been against corruption in. 
principle.Conflict of interest is the polite name for 
it, and it has been around for years. In 1853 the 
House of Lords made it quite clear that this sort of 
behaviour was .not on - particularly if you are 
· caught- wlien Lord "Loud boy'' Lyndhurst noted 
that a damn politician had a duty"to act according. 
to the deliberate result of his judgement and 
conscience, uninfluenced, as far as possible, by 
other considerations, and least'of all by those of a-· 
pecuniary nature". Simpiy not cr.icket, old boy!!. 
-�·· 
�-s: � t� 
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In 1979 th� implied sexism was just as bad when 
Sir Nigel Bowen produced his Code of Conduct, . 
which was subs�qu�ntly app.lied _by ·Malcolm 
Fraser. Amongst other things,. it said; "An .offi'ce- . 
holder should avoid situ·ations in which his private 
interest, whetherpecu'niar)' or otherwise, conflicts. 
with liis public duty." . 
The recent demise of Victorian GovernorSirHtian 
Murray showe9 how stringently_ the rules can be 
·_applied when someoh� gets serious, but more· 
.often than not things get swept under the· carpet, 
referred to· endless committees,. and then are 
ritually disp'roved six .months later when the ink is 
·dry.· ..
. 
Rather than moralise at length about how riasty 
· Queensland politics are, because we know that .  
theywill never change and never have since the 
days of Red Ted Theodore and Vince Gair, the 
Cane Toad Times Collective thought it would be 
much more useful ·in scientific terms and 
. downright scary in horror movie terms to produce 
·an . almost-comprehensive, sometimes-accurate 
list . of corruption allegations in Queensland over 
the last twenty years .. Bon appetit and may the 
. Fol.indati.on be with you. · 
CORRUPTION IN 
.QUEENSLAND: Skimming a In Queensland under joh, the question is how 
interesting does the offe.r have to be-before there· · 
is any conflict. None of joh's Ministers' have ever· 
been sacked. None have ever resigned. If, like 
Tomkins and Sullivan, they are really bad, 
embarrass joh, and don't have the numbers,· then 
there is always the chance that the weights will be 
put oh them and they just disappear at the next 
· · little off the top ... 
election. ·. · · 
A . word of warning to any readers thinking of 
investing $150,000 in the 'Bjelke-Petersen. 
Foundation in the hope of . prcking up a 
knighthood: this se.rvice is presently over­
·subscribed. The Queen is getting a bit shirty about 
this.open trading of imperial honours and has c�t, . 
Queensland's entitlement back. That is why we 
pres�ntly have a 'very . loyal but nevertheless. 
untitled Chief justice in Queensland and at least 
one leading hotelier a'nd racing identity whinging 
. to anyone'who'll listen that tie-has paid his money 
, , _but that the _goods have not been delivered. 
• National Hotel Royal Commission, .1 963 
. PriRJ:IPIIS: Commissioner Bischof, Tony Murphy 
Llbor MP Col Be11net alleges that pollee tolerate 
· prostitution and after·hours drinking. 
Outcome: Crown paid cops' costs. 
• Cooloola Sands, 1 967 
Principal: Max Hodges . 
. 
' Interest In sand mining company that was an Issue 
· before Cabinet. 
· Outco.me: Nil. 
• Coma leo, 1 970 
Principals: Queensland Cabinet 
Six Ministers and Flo take preferential shares In a 
company that pays royalties to the ·government. 
Outcome: Tom Burns' dad gets some too. 
. CONTINUED 
3. 
g • Shirley Briflman, 1971 
:a Principal: Tony Murphy 
g Policeman charged with perjury when prostitute 
& makes allegations about conduct of National Hotel 
Royal Commission. 
Outcome: Prostitute dies, cop cleared. 
· • Iwasaki, mid· 70s 
Principals: Queensland Cabinet 
Government facilitates hand· over of Yeppoon land . 
for tourist resort. 
Outcome: Still developing. 
• Scotland Yard Report, 1 977 
Principals: Queensland police 
Premier refused to table Report because "something 
will be misconstrued by our political opponents". 
Outcome: One policeman found not guilty. 
• Coal mining shares, 1977 
Principal: J oh 
Premier shown to have extensive Interests In coal 
companies making huge profits and paying minimal 
royalties. 
Outcome: He still has shares. 
• Tarong, 1978 
Principal: Joh 
Against expert advice and despite Increased costs, 
power station was sited near Job's seat. 
Outcome: Nil. 
• Russell Island, late 70s 
Principals: Developers 
Underwater land sales In Moreton Bay. 
Outcome: Hung jury. 
• Bjelke·Petersen Foundailon (BPF) 
1979-
Prlnclpals: National Party 
A NP front organisation markets contact with the 
Premier In return for cash, with the warning that a 
contribution Is a "very essential investment In the 
protection of your commercial future". 
Outcome: Still operating. 
• Bribe offer, 1979 
Principals: BPF, Bob Sparkes 
Foundation refuses $174 million offer for 
government concessions. 
Outcome: No further action. 
l!al :��=�fe!!!l!i:&��t����i�£������·.� :.::ned iiUi after donation and organisational assistance . . ��� Outcome: Shopping centre built. 
��!!I ' • Goid Coast Waterways Authority, 197:1 ��j# Principal: Keith Williams, Sea World Boss . @ffi Gave $25,000 to dine with Premier and, shortly after, 111 appointed Chalrinan of Authority. · 
· �h>< Outcome: Retired to. Hamilton Island. 
• · NSW Clubs, 1 980 
Principal: BPF 
Raised $150,000 for the Fund as Insurance against 
poker machines. 
Outcome: No poker machines. 
• Sir Justin Hickey, 1.981 
Principal: Joh 
Donated $100,000 to Job's favourite charity before 
he got a knighthood. 
Outcome: il. Jt�'"rl • Lyons drlnk·driving charge, 1981 
HT Principal: Top-level Ted f �,{ Pollee paperwork put In bin after. call from above. ;w · Outcome: Eventually convicted. 
�W¥ • Jupiter's Casino, 1981 -
M% Principal: Rod Proctor 
i[@I NP trustee heads casino consortium !it,;}} Outcome: Still developing. 
-111[11 • Winchester South Scam, 1981 t1!]@ Principals: Qld Cabinet till'@ BP gets go·ahead for $2000 million mine with a 4 
· ���!�1! page submission and offer of extra cash. 
ttf@ Outcome: Still developing 
�iN� • Colwal P/L, 1982 f!!�! Principals: Russ Hinze, Les Thiess <<t Minister's family trust benefitted from a 1>.1' development deal with Thless company while Theiss 
Projects were before Cabinet. 
,/; Outcome: il. t".;r f;rr� • Chief Justice fixed, 1 982 
:: � ��-=-���J 
I 
Principals: J oh, Top-level Ted 
Most senior judge overlooked In favour of a more 
loyal Joh supporter. 
Outcome: No comment. 
4 
The teapot lacks ambition 
. • Tax Scheme embarrassment, 1982 
Principal: BPF 
Fundralslng by selling bodgle ads was not on, said 
Treaslirer Howard. 
Outcome: Ntl. 
• Melbldlr A:� ... �r. 198� 
Principals: Ken Tom ..... 1s, Vtc Sullivan 
Two Ministers' visit to lh�rsday Island was a !!lhtiJ 
disguised fishing trip. Media outrage orchestrated 
by NP'Presldent to dump them. 
Outcome: Dumped. 
• Cattle dulling, 1 983 
Principals: Terry Lewis, Merv Stevenson 
Charges dropped after top level Intervention. 
Outcome: Nil. 
• Racing Development Fund, 1 983 
Principal: Russ Hinze 
Fund over-extended to assist trotting while Mlnlste1 
owned a major stud. 
Outcome: Nil. 
• Sunshine Foundation, 1984 
Principal: Lady Hickey 
Supposed to grant dying children's wishes but 
overheads ate up funds. 
Outcome: Foundation folds. 
• Beryl's Bungle, 1984 
Principal: J oh 
Premier on TV In control of aircraft he was not 
licensed to fly. 
Outcome: It was a media stunt. 
• Mareeba, 1984 
Principal: Martin Tenni 
Cop forced out of town when he refused to drop 
Investigations of Minister's friends. 
Outcome: Nil. 
• Old Press sellout, 1 984·85 
Principals: QJ.d Newspapers, Murdoch 
Attempt to outdo each other In subservience to pick 
up State Government advertising contract. 
Outcome: Sun gets classifieds, Courier gets Expo. 
• Junefalr P/L, 1984 
Principal: Russ Hinze 
Minister's family company gets road changes and 
applies for TAB licence. 
Outcome: Road yes, TAB no. 
• Natronal Free Enterprise P/L, 1984 · 
Principals: National Party 
Front company formed to avoid Federal disclosure 
provisions. Raised $300,000 In 8 days. 
Outcome: It's legal. 
• Family weir, 1984 
Principals: Joh and john . 
$4.5 million dam lmprives son'.s land values. 
Outcome: Nil. 
• Fine Conan ring� In, 1985 
Principals: Racing fraternity 
Horse substitution scam. 
Outcome: Waterhouses held the bunny. 
• Doping scare, 1 985 
Principals: Racing fraternity 
Many horses dlsquallfl•d for high caffeine IevelL 
Outcome: It was faulty lab technique. 
• Dairy scam, 1985 
Principals: Mike Ahern, all dairy organisations 
Figures released that show dairy farmers In Russ 
Hinze's electorate get four times State average dalr 
Income. 
Outcome: Nil. 
• Lyons TAB, 1985 
Principal: Neddy Lyons 
While he was Chairman he engaged In credit betting 
contrary to the rules. 
Outcome: Resigned. 
• Abortion raid interference, 1985 
Principals: Bobby Sparkes, Nev Harper 
NP President tells Attorney-General to drop further 
action. 
Outcome: No further action. 
• Tax connection, 1975·85 
Principal: Brian Maher 
Suspected donor to BPF convicted of tax offences. 
Outcome: Two years. 
• Marallnga P/L, 1985 
Principal: Russ Hinze 
Road rerouted to benefit of Minister's family 
company's gravel operation. 
Outcome: Nil. 
Matt Mawson throws up a few indigestibles ... 
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ANOTHEA.JOHNNY LA RUE AOAQSIDEATTAACTION 
When Jim Morrison sang "Goin' to the 
-roadhouse, gonna have a real good time" he 
must have been on drugs, or dead, or both. 
When was the last time you escaped a 
roadhouse situation without a life­
threatening incident? And it's not only the 
. food, it's t�e people as �ell! 
The home of the roadside cafe is the good old· 
US of A and it's not surprising that the society 
which considers the hot dog to be the pinnacle of 
the world's culinary arts also thinks you can eat in 
the petroleum-soaked environments now offered 
by fast food service stations all over the western 
world. 
Regardless of where or what you eat, the food 
1goes in one end and, usually after a decent pit stop, 
:comes out either of two ends. Yes folks, this truly 
is the land of equal opportunity! . . . 
And it would seem from consumer feedback 
· that the toilets, or bathrooms, as the yanks 
euphemistiCally call the dunnies, are the final 
resting place of many an errant meal. 
The toilets are enough to make you puke 
anyway, but the hot air driers come in handy for 
jump-starting heart attack victims. 
Australian roadhouse toilets are every bit as bad 
as the American models, but we do have a lot more 
flies and much better graffiti. . 
And at least we are proud of our roadhouse 
<;ulture, as the "Big Chunda", soon to be erected 
outside a Dubbo roadhouse, will show. 
Roadhouses, like all food preparation busi­
nesses, can go either of two ways when it comes to 
funding - they can do it right or they can try the 
multi-national approach (i.e. the Total truck 
stop). 
The first way mea�s you might just get a good 
feed and the second means the roadhouse will 
· pretend they are McDonalds and, to complete the 
illusion, they will be backed up by advertising 
campaigns depicting clean and well-dressed 
travellers having a great middle-of-the-road 
time . 
The ads show smiling retards who are always 
seen in and around hl!ge constructJ:ons resemb­
ling airports, seated at tables where they are 
constantly assailed by the visual delights of the in­
house logo (e.g. Shell place mats depicting the 
white invasion of the 1800's as a kind' of 
gentlem:an·s outing). 
Oh yes, and plenty Of Shellamusements for the 
kiddies, who just love to pester mum and dad into 
buying "Highway Spaceship", which turns out to 
be a $5 way of saying "Spot the Numberplate". 
So you've got the typ-e of place and ethos that 
was designed and marketed by some Madison 
Avenue Computer, programmed from Texas, 
then loaded into a giant moulding machine and 
deposited onto the Australian landscape - and 
that's the way it's been going. . 
Or- you've got the genuine roadhouse, which . 
is quickly going the way of James Dean; dead and 
buried. But there's still a few of them out there­
well. at least one or two - that give you a local 
;steak hanging off both ends of the plate, or serves 
you a bowl of porridge that would keep body and 
soul together for eternity. 
Unfortunately for you, as global market 
research becomes more exact and the ever­
spreading Bi-Centennial Bitumen reaches virus­
like into Australia's inland, roadhouses without a 
bank of 2000 fluorescent tubes are fast dis­
appearing. The roadhouse has become sterilised, 
deodorised, sanitised, plasticised and BEEP! 
computerised ..... 
" ... since foreigners and communists weren't liked much 
west of the Great Divide, something ca�led Chicken Kiev 
was definitely off my menu ... " 
U! 
CONTINUED 
8 
CONTINUED 
..... But later on (or was it earlier?), time seems 
to lap-dissolve on the road, and you set your 
watch by sunrise and sunset. 
-
On any decent road journey in Australia: (1) 
there's 2000 km of dirt behind the tail-lights, 
under the mudguards, on the windscreen and in 
your various body crevices; (2) the magical white 
line has reappeared after what seems like li�ht 
years, but is in reality three days; and (3) you are 
going through the motions of driving, being 
incredibly alert but at the same time reliving your 
first experiences of artificially-induced coma ... 
... when suddenly the thought strikes you- "Hey, 
maybe today I'll eat someth�ng that doesn't come 
out of a can". And just as suddenly you're sitting in 
a chair which isn't moving, not going up and down 
and sideways all the time! 
Amazing! I wonder where I am? Oh, that's right; 
if this is Friday, it must be Alice Springs. But why is 
it so cold? Oh yeah!, it's 6.30 on a winter's 
morning. Hmmm ... I'm really looking forward to 
that steak I ordered ... betcha they have a real good 
Territory steak here. Oh; sorry ... I must have been 
talking out loud. 
I turn to my companion, who's been trying to 
come to terms with reality by playing the 
Donkeykong machine which, to this pomt, has 
been in the possession of two local seven-year­
olds. They're doing much better - maybe the 
comforting sound of a machine has replaced the 
roadroar. 
Where's the food, for Escoffier's sake!? I'm 
talkin' seven days on the road here, lady, and ... uh 
oh ... what is she doing? Is she sniffing that!? 
I'd seen the food-warming tray on the way in. It 
being so early in the day, no food had as yet been 
placed i� there, so I bypassed this avenue of gut­
filling and went for what in the country (boots, 
utes and brutes) is a pretty safe bet botulism-wise. 
Because people in the country Eat More Beef( ... 
You Bastards), the turnover is high and the steak is 
usually pretty edible. 
I'd made a vow much earlier in life never to eat 
anything in a roadhouse that had a foreign­
sounding name and, particularly, since foreigners 
and communists weren't liked much west of the 
Great Divide, something called Chicken Kiev was 
definitely off my menu. 
So I was particularly gratified to see the food 
warmer attendant removing chicken-like parts 
. from a huge tin with tongs, carefully raising each 
delicately-cooked piece to her nose, giving it a 
good sniff, appraising its obviously piquant 
aroma, and then, having given each individual 
piece the once-over, nonchalantly tossing them 
into the heated tray. What marvellous attention 
to detail, and what skill she displayed as she sniffed 
for the slightest trace of food poisoning amongst 
her charges. I turned away and tried not to think of 
what was to come ... 
. . . . . Some time later (or was it earlier?), when 
the passage of distance is measured by the 
candlepower available and the needle that 
always heads towards E, and the CB-speak 
sporadically interrupts your 
· highway 
consciousness, you're liable to have a.horren­
dous head-on smash with a40-tonne semi.- So 
eat today, for tomorrow we die. 
Happy motoring ... 
.JOHNNY LA RUE 
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An elderly couple have been 
arrested and 28 children, some as 
young as six, were taken into 
protective custody. The children 
were allegedly used as "helpers" in 
a toy-making sweatshop on an ice 
pack 300 kilometres south of 
Australia's Mawson Research Base. \ 
In raids around the country, police 
also took into custody branch 
managers of well-known depart­
ment stores over the employment 
of red-suited pensioners to 
promote a merchandising scheme 
based on promises of free presents 
to youngsters. 
Vice squad detectives have also 
arrested a "go-between" engaged 
to sell lists of "bad little boys" to 
the US paedophile group, 
National Association of Man-Boy 
Love (NAMBL). 
A secret notebook of subscribers 
confiscated from the go-between 
has created a fresh scandal in 
Queensland. It reputedly contains 
the names of at least one Cabinet 
minister, a judge, and a retired· 
Police Commissioner. 
Yesterday a rowdy crowd of 
parents gathered to jeer outside 
Launceston Courthouse where the 
couple, alleged by police to be 
masterminds of the ring; made a 
brief appearance. · 
Officer-in-charge of the 
prosecution, Sgt R. Rogerson, 
read two pages of charges agairist 
the couple. Bail was refused. 
· "This is an international plot 
masterminded by a vicious couple 
with the backing of vast 
commercial interests," Sgt 
Rogerson told the court in 
ant a 
opposing_ bail. "It exploitsfamily �. 
people, particularly children." 
He named the couple as directors 
of, knowing participants in, or 
finandal backers to a series of 
other crimes� . . 
These, he said, included the so-
�called "Chimney Man Cat Burglar" 
case in Sydney, during Decembers · 
·of 1980 to 1984. 
Lesser offences read to the court 
·induded piloting an unregistered 
flying vehicle, illegal possession of 
1 3 protected animals, and flying 
while tinder the influence of 
liquor-enhanced puddings .. 
The couple, dressed iri red arCtic 
suits after a direct flight in an 
R.AAF Hercules from Mawson . 
Base, sat quietly while the. charges · 
were read: The man, grey7bearded 
and podgy, was silenced by Judge 
R, Foord. whet\. he began a series of 
deep chuckles at one stage during 
proceedings. 
Outside the court, detectives said · 
the arrests had been the result of a 
two year investigation, which 
included use of undercover agents, 
marked letters, and a tip-off from 
·Interpol. . 
. Using religion, primarily through 
connections in the Vatican, the 
. pair encouraged "an atmosphere 
conducive to gift giving" to 
coincide with a late December 
festival, police alleged. 
Secret commissions were paid to 
parish priests for favourable 
sermons on the practice. 
· Clandestine operations were also 
undertaken, involving key 
managers of the Alan Bond­
controlled W altons group, Grace 
Brothers, and assorted chemists, 
. to insert disguised "materialism 
propagandists" on their premises. 
The propagandists, dressed in loud 
red outfits, sought to cultivate 
children towards the purchase of 
consumer items. Mattei Toys Inc., 
makers of Barbie Dolls,:was 
named as one of the six 
manufacturers who had paid 
kickbacks to the group for 
favourable exposure of their 
products. 
The Antarctic hideout had been· 
discovered when· a US.satellite 
detected unusual·colourings .on 
the icepack. 
A toy man�fa:cturing swe�tshQp 
was found in above-ground ;.... 
bunkers at the Antactic site. Police 
·said that children, known as . . 
. "helpers", were press-ganged into 
labour after being kidnapped by a 
figure known as the "Bogieman�·. 
Police are still searching for this 
man, alleged to be a member of . 
the ring. They are also hunting a 
deregistered dentist profiting from 
a trade in dentures made from 
children's teeth, collected in 
exchange for pitiful amounts of 
silver coins. 
A Federal prosecutor told the 
court that the list taken from the 
"go-between" had not been 
·proven to be a subscribers list of 
paedophiles "but we're pretty sure 
they are all bloody pooftas". 
He told the court the disguised · 
propagandists at the department 
stores had been issued with an 
instruction booklet telling how to 
detect "good" and "bad" children, 
using Freudian techniques of 
imagery. The "bad" list was then 
left at a pre-determined ·postbox in 
each capital city for pick-up by .the 
"go-between", police alleged. 
Sales of the list, with' children's 
ages and ratings r::.nging from 
"slightly naughty" to "real bad 
mother", were then sold for 
between $600 and $1100 each. 
A spokesperson for the RSPCA 
said a number of the caribou used 
by the ring for transport were put • 
down by injection after the raid 
when they were found to be in 
severe pain due to altitude . 
sickness, jetlag and blown gaskets. 
The largest of the caribou was shot 
when found to be suffering from 
chronic burst veins in its nose, 
giving it a decidedly unhealthy 
"red-nosed" appearanc.e, the 
spokesperson said. 
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The Minister liked to drive his own car to 
work. He felt he could hone his populist 
touch out there on the South-East Freeway, 
dodging and weaving in the early morning 
traffic ... even if it was a Rolls Royce. 
So the chauffeur, Jim, had to get up at five o'clock. 
to drive from his home in Sandgate to the Gold 
Coast so the Minister could mix it with the masses. 
On the way back to the city Jim usually curled up 
into a foetal ball and went to sleep in the front 
passenger's seat. 
The Minister liked the sense of power as he 
"tooled" down the freeway in the expensive, 
leather-scented piece of British craftsmanship, 
with a dashboard full of lights that winkled and 
twinkled. 
What the Minister liked he usually got, even if it 
cost the taxpayer $50,000 in maintenance each 
year. That was three times what Jim got, even with 
all the overtime. 
As he glided past Mt Gravatt, the early morning 
sun made the bush sparkle and the Minister 
became one with his Roller. Its motor was his 
heart, the fuel taQk his stomach, its exhaust his 
entrails, the paint job his skin, the radiator his 
lungs and the alternator his pancreas. Together, 
one beautiful, transcendent unity. 
The Minister was about ten minutes late this 
morning after a nasty domestic with his wife, and a 
vaguely troubling phone call from our old friend, 
Detective Sergeant Hofstadter. 
The traffic was getting thick. 
"Bloody plebs," the Minister muttered to himself. 
"Isn't public transport good enough for you 
bastards." 
The traffic began to close in and, about three miles 
from the city, somewhere above Annerley, came to 
a dead stop. 
The Minister braked vigorously and spluttered to a 
halt. 
He felt a jab of pain between his balls and his arse. 
Not the prostate again. All the lights on the dash 
went out. 
"Seems to have stalled, sir", observed Jim as he 
came instantly awake. 
The car in front drove off and the car behind 
hooted. Further back there was a screech. 
"Gmphh, argh," the Minister said as he grabbed 
the keys and gave them a vindictive twist. 
The motor would not turn over. The pain between 
his legs shot up his spine and exploded into his 
brain. 
The lights on the dashboard came on with an 
unearthly intensity. The sunshine outside seemed 
green. 
"Like all the lights began to grow," the Minister 
said, not sure why. And then the pain went as 
quickly as it came. 
The car behind was now continuously hooting in a 
punchy rhythm: hink, honk, honkety honk. Other 
cars began to take it up. 
"I beg your pardon, sir," Jim inquired cautiously. 
The Minister wrenched the keys, bringing the car 
to life. He took off without saying a word. Jim was 
happy that the Minister was just pissed off and not 
actively violent, like the time they had run out of 
petrol on something that was not actually a road, 
on the wrong side of Dirranbandi. 
A the Minister got out of the car at 
Parliament House he told Jim to take the car 
down to Maintenance to see why it had stopped. 
"Be ready to go at ten-thirty," he said. "We've got 
to do a school, or something." 
"Doing a school" was how the Minister described a 
daytime engagement; "doing a speech night" an 
evening engagement. 
The Minister still looked pissed off to Jim but the 
Minister was actually far away on flights of fancy, 
transfixed by his recent experience. 
By the time Jim got to Maintenance the Minister 
was really pissed off. As he eased the Ministerial 
buttocks onto the Ministerial leather he was 
confronted with a crisis; a huge monster of a crisis 
that threatened his continued political existence. 
There on top of a huge pile of correspondence was· 
a list of questions from the Auditor-General, some 
very tricky questions that would require some very 
tricky answers. 
His Under-Secretary was there, heavily sedated but 
· with a story that could send your cholesterol level 
through the roof. 
A year ago, the Minister now recalled, he had told 
his Under-Secretary, in loud and certain terms, 
that their Department did not need a management 
consultant rooting around in the delicate but 
incredibly efficient web of authority they had 
skillfully built over the years, in some half-arsed, 
university-inspired attempt to 'review' operations. 
"I am constantly reviewing operations, you 
dribbling lackwit," was just one of the less 
colourful comments the Minister had written on 
the Under-Secretary's 'in-confidence' submission. 
The Minister then released copies of the 
submissions, with biting witticisms, to the lower 
ranks. They all had a good laugh at the Under­
Secretary's expense and agreed the Minister was 
truly a wit. 
The Under-Secretary was not deterred. The idea 
came from his wife and she could be very 
persuasive when she put her mind to it. She 
thought that it might be a good job for her brother 
who was finally being eased out of his sinecure in 
New Guinea. 
So, under pressure from the domestic front and 
without mentioning it to the Minister, the Under­
Secretary went ahead and retained his notoriously 
drunken brother-in-law to carry out a half million 
dollar review of the Department. 
Hearing this for the first time, the Minister was 
stunned but already looking for an angle. 
"Where'd the money come from?" he asked. 
"I shaved the Brazilian account," the Under­
Secretary said. 
The Brazilian account was just a little insurance 
the Minister and the Under-Secretary had on the 
side. 
Sometimes in the same Department, sometimes in 
different Departments, as they made their way up 
the ladder, they kept a joint account in a little 
bank in Brazil. 
They discovered early on that the Auditor-General 
was too busy to check up on everything and, in 
particular, he was too busy to check up on agents' 
commissions. 
They found that you can always throw an agent's 
commission into any government transaction 
without any questions asked. Sometimes it was 
paid to real agents who repaid the favour with a bit 
of real estate. Sometimes it was paid to Acme 
Agents Pty Ltd, a dummy company that passed the 
cash into the Brazilian account through devious 
pathways that the Under-Secretary spent many a 
night chuckling over. 
It was dirty, it was brutal and \t contravened every 
principle of responsible government and half the 
Cabinet was doing it, or sometimes even worse, 
so there were always the numbers to hose things 
down if the Press got nosey or the Premier got 
moral. 
But now the Under-Secretary had gone too far, 
much too far. He had endangered the whole 
operation to shave off a few lousy bucks for his no­
hoper brother-in-law. 
"The bastard has me by the balls," the Minister 
thought. 
The Under-Secretary explained how he did it. He 
had merely re-negotiated the agent's fees on the 
Departmental advertising budget (with himself), 
saved half a million dollars and redirected the 
money into a fund for consultant fees. 
The Minister had signed all the authorisations. He 
never knew what he signed these days. It was all 
the same old shit to him and the Under-Secretary 
had merely slipped the required forms into a pile 
of staff dismissal notices. 
The Under-Secretary thought that he could get 
away with this bullshit because it was all under 
'Fees' in the Departmental budget. 
But he reckoned without the pushy young pricks 
in the Auditor-General's office and he reckoned 
without his idiot brother-in-law. 
Rat cunning still flowed in the Minister's veins. 
"How did the Auditor-General get into the act?" 
he demanded. 
The Under-Secretary took another sedative and 
resumed his tale. 
The brother-in-law had made quite a name for 
himself around town. He ran up a huge SP bill, got 
arrested ·on a firearms charge, and chundered on 
the shag pile at the Cultural Centre in front of the 
Governor and the Premier. 
· 
Word got out that this amusing newcomer to the 
State's public life was working on an efficiency 
audit of the Department and, as his deadline 
approached, there was a lot of interest in his 
findings. 
. "What findings? Why don't I know about this?" 
the Minister asked in a mystified, but threatening, 
tone. 
"The findings were brief," the Under-Secretary 
explained, as he placed a sheet of paper before the 
Minister. After a six-month term and two two­
month extensions the brother-in-law's total report 
read: 
"This Department is out of the ark. There is no direction, 
no purpose and a massive degree of corruption. There is a 
faction war between the Catholics and the Masons that has 
raged for decades and resulted in two mini-departments that 
·totally duplicate each other's functions. There is asbestos in 
the ceilings and the unions smell danger money. There is 
petty pilfering, computer crime and a call girl racket 
operating out of the mail room. Seventy-five percent of the 
management staff are drunk by ten-fifteen and the other 
twenty-five percent are stoned when they get to work. But, 
all in all, if I wanted to root out the real bastardry in this 
Department, I would have a close look at the Agents' 
Fees." 
"That's it?" the Minister inquired, as he poked the 
page back across the desk. 
"I destroyed every available copy and sent him to 
Bangkok," the Under-Secretary said. 
"You should have had him killed," the Minister 
said in a matter-of-fact tone. "You still haven't 
told me how the Auditor-fucking-General got into 
this three ring circus. 
"Before he left, he sent a copy to the Auditor­
General," the Under-Secretary blurted. He looked 
at the floor and made patterns in the carpet with 
his shoe. "He also sent a copy to the Premier," the 
Under-Secretary casually added. 
The Minister pondered the questions in front 
of him. They asked for details about agents' fees, 
asked why allocations in excess of $10,000 were 
made without Cabinet approval and why the 
Minister had approved the appointment of his 
Under-Secretary's brother-in-law without 
investigating his credentials or gaining approval 
from the Co-Ordinator General. .. 
The Minister smiled. He gave the Under-Secretary 
the game plan. They would backdate a memo to 
the Co-Ordinator General and claim that they had 
lost it, using the occasion as an excuse to call for 
an efficiency audit of the Co-Ordinator General's 
Department. 
"In fact," the Minister said, warming to his 
scheme, "you will prepare tWo complete 
correspondence files on the matter, and make one 
look as though it came from the Co-Ordinator 
General's Department. 
The Minister had a friendly spy who would drop 
the dummy file into the Co-Ordinator General's 
filing system. 
"Let the bastards work that 0ne out," the Minister 
chortled. 
As for the Cabinet, well, there was no-one there 
who was going to complain about a bit of good 
housekeeping in his Department, particularly not 
with the amount of dirt he had on each and every 
one of those .bastards. So he reorganised his 
Department accounts. So he called in an outsider 
to check on his Department's efficiency. So 
fucking what?! It was his Department and he could 
do what he bloody well liked and they could 
bugger offl 
And if the Premier got inquisitive about the 
report, the Minister would explain that the whole 
thing was a practical joke. In fact, he would tell the 
Premier that the gentleman engaged was a bit of a 
wag but nevertheless the very top in his field, and 
he would .then produce the real report in Cabinet. 
"Dummy up a report too," he told the Under­
Secretary. "Glowing testimonials, highly efficient· 
organisation, some charts, a few token changes, 
colour photos; you know the sort of thing. Have it 
ready by two." 
The Under-Secretary looked dazed. "Right," he 
said. · 
"They are suckers for colour pictures," the 
Minister said, referring to the Cabinet. 
"Suckers for colour pictures, right," said the 
Under-Secretary, still dazed. 
It was dirty, it was brutal, and it 
contravened every principle of 
responsible government and one half of the 
Cabinet was doing it ... 
"Fair questions," the Minister remarked in a 
moment of stoic detachment. He surveyed his 
Under-Secretary. "Considered suicide?" he asked, 
almost politely. 
The Under-Secretary swallowed hard and turned 
very pale. The Minister laughed heartily and the 
Under-Secretary was relieved because that meant 
that suicide was not really an option and that the 
Minister was already working on his case. 
As he saw the Minister's mind begin to tick over, 
the Under-Secretary relaxed. The Minister had got 
out of much worse ones than this. Like the time 
the Minister's son had used the spare jag in an 
armed robbery. The Minister had handled that 
with aplomb and the kid ended up with a job in the 
State Security Service. · 
Mter thirty seconds the Minister chuckled and the 
Under-Secretary became quietly confident. The 
Minister expla.ined his plan. It was simple but 
effective. 
The Minister would drag in his real estate mates 
and they could hose down the agents' fees issue 
with the Premier Himself. They were big donors 
to the Foundation and they did real estate work for 
him too. It was all in the family. 
"So far, so good," the Under-Secretary opined, 
nervously. 
The Minister glared and began to consider making 
the Under-Secretary take the rap for the entire 
fiasco. He imagined the visceral enjoyment he 
would get by forcing the Under-Secretary to take 
the blame. But then he thought how easily the 
fruitcake could flip out totally and blow the whole 
. Brazilian account. 
This took about two seconds, but the fleeting 
indecision in the Minister's face undermined the 
Under-Secretary's confidence. 
As he looked into the Minister's calculating eyes, 
the Under-Secretary imagined himself being 
impaled on a pole in George Street, his entrails 
ripped out of his body before his own eyes, the 
Minister leering through the red haze. 
The phone rang. The Minister looked at it 
quizzically. He had said No calls. He picked it up 
and immediately understood why the call had got 
through. It was Detective Sergeant Hofstadter, the 
ugliest cop on the force. He could get anything he 
wanted merely by being rude and overbearing, 
even on the phone ... particularly on the phone. 
Detective Sergeant Hofstadter was not only a 
man with a sharp eye for a business bargain and 
a shrewd sense of timing. He also had a nice line 
.going in the procurement and supply of 
photographic and material evidence of violent 
crime to a select clientele. 
.The Minister was an important customer, a valued 
customer, a completely compromised customer. It 
was weird, it was grubby and it was in 
contravention of enough laws, rules, regulations 
and ordinances to fill a small cell, but the Minister 
liked the vicarious thrill, and what the Minister 
liked he got. 
. Hofstadter had trouble. So, Hofstadter insisted to 
the Minister, in coarse but compelling terms, the 
Minister had trouble too. 
Very important documents supplied to another 
very valued customer had inadvertently 
disappeared from his custody. They had now 
reappeared in the hands of the Police Complaints 
Tribunal who were asking some very hard 
questions about where these documents had been 
since they were signed out by the good Sergeant 
seven months previously. 
"Call off the dogs, arsehole, or I will tip a bucket 
·over you that is so big and so smelly you will think 
you live in a country dunny", the Sergeant 
demanded succinctly. 
"My diary has got it all, you pig fucker," 
Hofstadter said. "I have written down the 
description and serial number of every piece of 
crap I have given you over the last eighteen years. 
If I go, you go too, toilet brush. 
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"Simple," the Minister said, almost' convincingly. 
"Let's meet for lunch at the Backroom. Twelve­
thirty, shall we say?" 
The Minister put down the phone before 
Hofstadter could say anything. It was best not to 
give Hofstadter an edge at all, as he had fo�nd · 
from experience. He would deal with that weak 
little bastard. 
The Under-Secretary was still sitting before him, 
dazed. Something had snapped and now he·was in 
a state of shock. Pale and sweaty in a big le;tther 
chair. 
"You okay?" the Minister inquired, seriously. 
concerned because these were dangerous times 
and the Under-Secretary had many things to do. 
"Sure," said the Under-Secretary. "Lette�, file, 
report, they're suckers for colour pictures." 
"Hang in there," the Minister said. "My car will be 
waiting; have everything ready for Cabinet at two."· 
The Minister's Private Secretary was waiting in his 
office. She was as young and beautiful as the 
Minister was old and ugly. 
. "What have you got for me?" the Minister asked 
with a leer. 
"You have to open Prawn Week down at the Fish 
Board", the Private secretary said. "Here is your 
speech. It covers recent developments in the 
prawn industry, the market situation, safeguards to 
prevent overfishing, health safeguards and the 
PEST Scheme." 
"The pest scheme?" the Minister asked as they 
waited for the lift. · . 
"Yes, the Prawn Export Support and Training 
Scheme," she said as the lift arrived. 
There was.no one else in the lift as they got in and 
the Minister made a savage lunge at her. He 
. 
grabbed her tightly with one arm and planted a 
sloppy, smelly kiss on her lips. 
"Not now," said the Private Secretary in vain. 
Already the Minister had his hand up her dress and 
was pulling her panties down. He jabbed his finger 
into his Private Secretary's vagina. She almost 
fainted with pain. 
She would get even with the crass cru�l bastard, 
even if it took her whole life. But, from what she 
had already overheard, today looked as good a 
time as any. 
As they reached the ground floor, the Minister 
removed himself. 
''I'll see you later.", he said as he strode off. 
"What'd they say at Maintenance, Jim.?"
. 
the 
-Minister asked as he got into the car. 
"Couldn't find anything wrong," the chauffeur said 
as the Minister slid the smoked glass partition 
across: 
He held his finger to his nose as he began to r.ead 
his speech. More fish curry than prawn, he 
thought. 
Opening Prawn Week went off without a hitch. · 
They loved the speech, they loved the new 
legislation, they loved the Minister, they loved 
prawns, but most of all they loved the PEST 
Scheme because it had provided every wanker in. 
the industry with an overseas hoiiday. 
The Minister had a few beers a�d a few deCidedly 
'off prawns, and got away a little early. · 
On the way to the Backroom the Minister enjoyed 
a little cerebral activity as he went through the 
Hofstadter Possibilities. Life was full of little 
pleasures. 
The Minister was already seated in the usual spot 
when Hofstadter arrived. · 
The Minister had a plan which he revealed· over the 
Avocado and Moreton Bay Bug Souffle. The 
investigation would be dropped but Hofstadter 
·would have to go. The Minister would arrange for 
a job as Government SecurityAdviser in Mackay, 
Hofstadter could put his Super payout into a 
motel and he would be set up for life. The Minister 
would look after the diaries. 
Hofstadter mushed up his food. Disgusting, 
thought the Minister. Then Hofstadter counter­
attacked. 
The Minister had reckoned without his calvinist 
morality and his own peculiar brand of rat 
cunning. 
The diaries were in a bank vault. Copies were with 
his lawyer and a friend. 
The main courses arrived. 
''I'm not going anywhere but up," Hofstadter said 
as he tore his Filet Mignon apart, "or there will be 
blood all over Cabinet." 
"That's a problem," the Minister confided. 
"Just stuff the investigation," Hofstad fer said as he 
stuffed food into his mouth, "and I want to be an 
Inspector ... now." 
Th.e Minister got tough, the Minister got 
reasonable, the Minister pleaded, the Minister 
· reminded Hofstadter of his duty to the Force, to 
the State, to the Government, to his own personal 
well-being. 
Nothing worked. 
The Minister got sullen as he poked at his Neck of 
'Lamb Conti. 
Hofstadter remained firm. He wanted the 
investigation quashed and an immediate 
·promotion. 
Shortly after the Pineapple Charlotte and 
Gooseberry Cream arrived, the Minister played his 
trump card; Hofstadter's heroin-addicted 
. 
daughter. 
The Minister had kept her out of jail, out of the 
loony bin and out of trouble with a couple of very 
·.nasty people to whom she owed a lot of money. 
Above all, he now provided the protection for 
Hofstadter to keep her supplied with the stuff so 
she would remain in his control. 
The Minister did not make any threats but 
Hofstadter quietened down and capitulated over 
the coffee. The Minister gobbled all the chocolate· 
·mints. 
0� the way back to Parliament House, the 
Minister was sitting in the back seat, happy with 
his morning's work and whistling to the radio, 
without a care in the world. 
"I just can't get enough," sang the radio. 
"I just can't get enough," sang the Minister. 
"Hey, that's pretty good. 'I just can't get enough.' 
"I'm not going anywhere but up", Hofstadter 
said as he tore his filet mignon apart, "or 
there will be blood all over Cabinet" 
I should make it my theme song, hey Jim?" the 
Minister said, punching his chauffeur in the back 
excitedly. 
Jim was taken by surprise and the car swerved. The 
· Minister felt a familiar pain between his legs as the 
Ministerial limousine headed for a Brisbane City 
Council rubbish bin. 
As the car impacted, the Minister was thrown 
forward and somehow got entangled in the driver's 
headrest. Pain exploded in his brain. 
Jim looked around. Moment�> ago he had been off 
on the next fishing trip and now he had a problem. 
The Minister was as white as a ghost and he 
seemed to have stopped breathing. 
Jim acted quickly. He jumped out of the car and 
dived in the back, disentangling the Minister and 
thumping his chest as he'd been shown in first-aid 
classes. 
"What's gorn:g on?" the Minister demanded as he 
,put up his arm to stop another blow. 
"Shit, I thought you were dying," Jim said. 
''I'm okay now," the Minister said. "We've got to 
get to Cabinet.'' · . 
A small crowd had gathered and they were startled 
when Jim jumped out of the car, mumbled 
"Everything's okay", jumped back into the driver's 
seat and took off over the rubbish bin. The car left 
a trail of garbage, twisted metal, oil and smoke as 
it raced down the road. 
It was all over in ninety seconds and the crowd 
thought it must have been a stunt as they peered 
around looking for cameras. 
The Minister had regathered his composure by the 
time Jim drove into Parliament House. 
· The car was running roughly and the Minister told 
Jim to take it back down to Maintenance. 
The Minister whisked into his offi�e. The 
atmosphere was very peculiar indeed. The 
Under-Secretary was sitting in the Minister's 
chait. He was still shell-shocked but there was an 
impressive pile of reports on the desk. His 
Private Secretary was bubbling with good 
humour. 
"Everything ready to go?" the Minister asked 
generally. 
"Yes, sir," said his Private Secretary. "Here is our 
file on the project, letter of approval from the Co­
Ordinator General and copies on top. Their copy 
is now down the back of a filing cabinet 
somewhere in their Department. And here are the 
reports." She indicated the desk. 
"Coloured pictures?" the Minister enquired of the 
Under-Secretary. 
There was no answer. 
"Yes, sir," the Private Secretary volunteered, 
picking up a copy and showing him a picture of 
himself opening the new Departmental 
Headquarters. 
She put down the report and came close to the 
Minister, taking firm hold of the Ministerial private 
parts. She gave them a playful tug. 
"This report has a special1ittle something from me 
to you," she said in a confidential tone. 
"Thank you very much," the Minister responded, 
just slightly bewildered. At least she was happy 
again. 
No one smiled as he walked into Cabinet with his · 
pile ofreports. The Minister took his normal place 
·at the �remier's right hand. 
They started with a prayer and moved quickly 
through the formalities and on to General 
Business. 
The Minister was the first cab off the rank -
attack is the best form of defence. He chided the 
junior ministry for its failure to deal with 
unemployment, the electricity unions and the 
international sugar price. 
He appealed to their sense of loyalty to the 
Premier, to the Party, to free enterprise and to 
their own self interest. He called for sacrifice. He 
called for extra effort. And then he turned to the 
matter at hand. 
The Minister distributed the report. He tabled his 
memo t9 the Co-Ordinator General. He explained 
that the first report was a practical joke. The 
fellow was a wag but he was the best in the field .. 
This was the real report. It showed what he knew 
all along: his Department was the most serious, 
well-organised and committed Department in the 
whole Government. He would stake his reputation 
on that. 
By this time they should be eating out of his hand, 
but there were strange mumblings as they leafed 
through the report. The Minister sat down 
knowing he had not won the day. 
Down at Maintenance the mechanics were 
assessing the damage. Twisted alignment, steering 
buggered, a big hole in the sump and the engine 
was hot as hell. 
Back at Parliament House the Minister felt a 
twinge of pain between his legs in the silence 
before the Premier began. 
.THE: 
"It seem� a very short rep�rt for half a million . 
dollars," the Premier said. "But these coloured 
. ,
,- . � . p1ctures ... 
. 
. . 
"Yes, they are·very good,"·the Minister said. This 
was the sort of b_reak he had been looking for.· "What is the meaning· of this," the Premier 
demanded, putting an. open copy of the report 
under the Minister's nose. 
· 
There before him, in full colqur, was a picture of 
his Private Secretary,. naked, And what should be 
poking from betwee.n her legs but the head of the 
Minister. The photo was tastefully set in the 
Minister's office and he immediately remembered 
the piece of horseplay in question. It had been too 
good to be true. 
· 
She had set him up like a professional, awaited the 
right moment and then produced that special little 
something from her to him. 
"Something is very. wrong somewhere," the 
Premier observed in his simplistic, irillocent way, 
which meant that he was taking the high moral 
ground and everyone else.was going to get pissed 
on. 
"Another practical joke," the Minister tried 
·weakly. 
Down at Maintenance, the alignment and 
steering problems had already been sorted out 
and the motor had cooled enough to work on it. 
The Ministerial mechanics immediately realised 
that they had a serious problem on their hands. 
They decided to pull out the motor and it was 
being gently raised out of the Roller when the 
Minister experienced another stab of pain back 
at Parliament House. 
Then something very strange happened. Before 
the Premier could even get wound up, before the 
Minister could even begin to plan a counter attack, 
the Police Commissioner walked into the room. 
He looked at the Minister and shook his head. 
Then he went to the Premier's left ear and began 
to whisper. 
I. 
Time stood still in the Cabinet Room while the 
Police Commissioner stayed at the Premier's ear, . 
while down at Maintenance the motor was being 
quickly disassembled. The pain between the 
Minister's legs was now constant. 
When the Police Commissioner finished, the 
Premier rose. 
"Detective Sergeant Hofstadter has been found 
dead," the Premier said. "He committed suicide in 
his office just after lunch. On his desk was a diary 
which compromises one of you beyond 
·redemption." 
Guilt showed on a number of faces. 
The Premier looked directly .at the Minister. "The 
Commissioner will be placing charges," he said. 
The Minister was dumbfounded. Everything had 
come unstuck. · 
The Premier began to ramble on about the 
importance of moral leadership. 
Down at Maintenance the mechanics took the 
head off. The oil loss had caused it to overheat and 
now it was cracked. It was still hot and for a 
moment the mechanics juggled it from one to 
another, in what could have been a bit of 
Commedia del'Arte ·_but then it fell to the 
ground and fractured into many pieces. 
The Minister felt the pain between his legs 
intensify. It went in jagged flaspes up his spinal 
cord. The Minister felt his brain sing and his heart 
lurch. 
, He gasped and thrashed around but no one went 
to his assistance. No one in the Cabinet Room had 
ever done the first aid course. 
And then the Minister was just a pile of used 
human flesh, high up in a tall concrete building, in 
the centre of an unimportant city, at the edge of 
the empire, at the end of the world. 
The odour of excrement permeated the air. 
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NUMBER OF ESSENTIAL 
PROPONENTS INGREDIENTS 
Plenty Goats' piss 
and maize 
Nil 
Everyone Money 
Anyone can ng 
get involved with body 
7 Chips 
50 million Butter, cream, 
French persons fat 
can't be wrong 
Half of eggplant, 
Melbourne oil 
Caste of 
millions 
·Mobs Tomatoes, 
starch 
100 million Raw icky 
Japanese I Ten things 
million yuppies 
Millions of Grease, 
junkies carbohydrates, 
pus 
beans, 
machismo 
One tamarillo 
with natural 
juices 
, salt, 
white bread 
Billions Bull shit 
Fewer every Vaseline, 
day goat yoghurt 
14 Counting is authoritarian weeds, gruel 
• 
E 
I 
Remember the days when spaghetti bolognese was the most ethnic thing 
on the menu? In many restaurants it still is. But times have changed and 
Australia is blighted with a huge range of restaurants serving every 
imaginable cuisine. 
-
-
·m 
For the cosmopolitan, this is an exciting prospect, but for others the 
choice is tinged with dread. What will it taste like? Will it tum me into Mrs 
Chicken overnight? Is it consistent with my political attitudes? And what 
will it cost? 
Consumer Watchtoad is here to help you! c 
L 
� 
0 
Our team of expert gluttons has scoured every Australian restaurant over 
the last twenty years, from 'Lucky's' to the Three-Ways Roadhouse. 
Laughing aside botulism and obesity, to say nothing of malevolent service 
drones, the Toad Team has compiled this comprehensive survey. 
BUT WHAT'S IN IT? 
., 
' > ·-
Ever since the Sui-Min factory scandal, where "even the cockroaches had 
salmonella", the thinking eatist has given consideration to what goes into 
the food they eat. In this comprehensive survey we not only divulge the 
secrets of the Master Chefs, but also warn potential consumers of inherent 
dangers. 
.. For instance, Japanese food is becoming a must for the status conscious . I ' 
c. 
But how many yuppies realise that the chief ingredient of Japanese food is 
'raw, icky things'? Many a switched-on young stockbroker has blanched at 
the sight of an, albeit exquisitely presented, plate of sushi. The yourig 
social climber merely needs to order tempura. As long as it's battered, an 
Australian can cope with anything. 
c 
-
• 
Also worth noting in "What's in it" is that several cuisines have no actual 
food content, or very little. If food is required, airline food, nouvelle 
cuisine and religious food should be avoided. Each has elaborate reasons 
for existence. Sustenance isn't one of them. 
ESSENTIAL PREPARATION EATING IMPLEMENTS 
HERBS & SPICES TIME TIME RE UIRED 
Dust Finding As soon Large 
the food as you spoons 
find it 
am r·sick 
of bag 
reheating 
The Colonel Fast Faster Chains 
won't let on 
Basil and 9 months When the Chain saw, 
rosemary for well·done guests are ''Gray's 
ready ·Anatomy" 
r 
take-aways apron 
are ready" 
Grease Too long Too long Stiff upper 
lip 
Menage In a flash 3 carafes Truffle 
a trois at Muraroa later pigs 
All your Huge vats 
hair oil life if as possible 
you're female 
Chillies Fast Frenzied nd, 
Karma Sutra to 
build appetite 
Garlic, Till it's All the 
oregano, all dente - time 
garlic 
Zen Cooking: minimal. Nil. It's Chopsticks, 
Presentation: a life· for your bankcard 
time of practice eyes only 
Tomato "We cooked it Too 
sauce just this often 
morning" 
ay 
more machismo night bowel 
liners 
Fresh sprigs Several 
of money days seconds camera 
Harpers 
mixed 5·7pm before your and fork 
shout 
The Herb 2000 years After 40 Gullible 
(for Rastas) plus days and mind 
40 nights 
- Dogs: ngers. 
more salt, Burgers: 5 mins wheels 
speed Sit·down: 1 0 mins 
Ras 
stomach 
s 
heroin today, .... fingers 
Achmed? 
rs, 
meat harvesting arid ion of Jupiter sensitivity, 
winnowing with Mars cusps 
THE TECHNICALITIES 
For the practical eatist, we have included-all the data required -How long 
it will take to cook and eat, and what to wear. All the technical data has 
been verified in the Toad Laboratories in downtown Wooloongabba. But a 
word of warning; local conditions can distort these findings wildly. Our 
figures are meant only as a guide. 
The calorific content of food is a glaring example of the incom-
prehensible nature of our data. But we can offer a reasonable rule of thumb 
-the better it tastes, the fatter it will make you! 
Exceptions make the rule. English food, we acknowledge, is guaranteed 
to taste awful and make you a dead cert for the Mrs ChickeQ. Hall of Fame. A 
cuisine best avoided. 
THE IMPLICATIONS 
In our usual holistic fashion, we have tried to give the experimental eatist a 
guide to the digestive, medical, political and religious implications of the 
various cuisines. 
CALORIES ATTIRE DECORATIVE MEDICAU 
VALUE DIGESTIVE 
Nil N Nil You name 
it- they've 
got it 
s It comes 
the limit guernseys if it's up as you 
turbulent go down 
Check back Mel Gibson Pop Art Mclead 
of pack style . poisoning 
fragollstic comes dressed great victims 
necklaces 
es as 
are western you are wallpaper with 
decadence gilt trim 
saucepan 
full crockery enema 
210 Une grande A truffle Arterial 
chemise over the clogging 
blanc top 
Loose 
smashing 
When you or ant oovy 
can get you Sihk 
them 
Ask Mama 
moustaches Donna" 
3 Clean socks, Don't eat Relatively safe 
Odoreaters it- frame it if mixed 
with food 
,465,872.351 
slap aesthetics Where's the 
Eno? 
Coloured Loss 
You burn blankets, taco·y bowel 
them off silly hats lining 
Une 
Membury has going 
for it 
long socks out every 
night 
ow many ober Wafer thin Pray for 
in a host?" healing 
run 
average car jeans, Penalty $500 fever 
for 3 days hat 
Calor 
Bourgeois 
concept 
Bugger all Moustaches, Hair in Ensure 
white belts the food Harpic 
supplies 
Could run Look weedy, 
average cow and ashes arrangement feel seedy 
for 3 days 
Most people seem to have an absurd notion that food is. good for you, but 
a quick scan of th.e digestive/medical implications indicate otherwise -
bowel cancer, hardened arteries, white line fever ... Cuisines represent an 
Armero-type situation healthwise, to say the least. Here's mud in your 
eye! . . 
THE RATINGS 
This is where the decisions got tough - balancing taste against costs 
(physical and metaphysical). 
In the end, we had to go for the flavour and what the Toad computer's 
Foodstar software thought was appropriate at the time. 
Why do certain cuisines exist? We're stumped. A vast number of cuisines 
surveyed taste appalling, serve no useful function and are actively 
detrimental to mental and physical well-being. 
The Toad team leaves the decisions up to you, but chew carefully -
eating is a very dangerous business. You have been warned. 
POLITICAL RELIGIOUS CONSUMER TOAD 
IMPLICATIONS IMPLICATIONS REACTION RATING 
Bob Geldof Bob Geldof "I'm still Nil 
famished 
• 
Governor Flying": Erica 
Jong 
·It costs us Oral Roberts They're dying -· 
our culture for more 
"Finger· •• 
dog lickin' 
good" 
•• 
Pizza 
Theory 
on -·· 
Thatcher penance 
Green peace You do "Pretentious? ••• 
get Fatima Moi?" 
Please don't Orthopeadox ''Those damn •• 
mention the bouzoukies!" 
Junta 
u e It keeps curries •••• 
coming back favour 
governments or 
per year you'll go gesticulation 
blind 
Greater Pacific Zen "I've got a ••• 
Co· Prosperity yen for it" 
Restaurant Zones 
- ···· 
Reagan Falwell 
Mac sm Cleansing of •• 
guilt via Water!" 
extreme pain 
rew ••• 
Peacock become 
yuppies 
-·· 
to fuck 
Crusades Atheism when "Not loaves • 
and jihads you've had a and fishes 
gutful again?!!" 
you -··· 
Gibson found God, you've who farted?" 
not eaten enough 
-·· 
today's Party to Russia! 
Line, Ivan? 
The prisons The coffee appr· • 
are a pain oaches mudwrest· 
in the arse ling consistency 
Jim • 
conscience· ness 
r 
L I 
I 
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Bpentl Big Money 
IN YOUR OWN HOME 
Have you got a bit part in life? Are you an extra in everyone else's 
movie? Do you feel crushed by forces beyond your control? 
Then join the Cane Toad Times in a creative merchandising oppor· 
tunity. We've got the merchandise, you've got the potential. All we 
need is .a painless cash exchange arid you will be firmly on the path to 
international media domination. Rush butts back now! 
And whiie you are on the job of.giving your life some meaning why not 
solve all your Xmas obligations at our one stop Cane Toad shop. 
Your bankcard won't even feel it. 
0 23U221JI:JA8 
Vol 2, Number 1: SOLD OUT. 
Vol 2, Number 2: RELIGIOUS 
MYSTERIES issue-
So God is dead. But who dunnit? 
Riotous religious send-ups taste­
fully interwoven with the cutting 
edge of the detective genre, and 
lots more fun. 
* Azaria Chamberlain 
* Consumer Watchtoad Guide to­
Religion 
* Big Things from the Deep 
North 
* Are You God: The Quiz 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Is your lifestyle so chaotic that 
you are never sure where your 
next Cane Toad Times is coming 
from? Is your life so organized 
that you get depressed because 
you are not sure where your next 
Cane Toad Times is coming from? 
Is your life so average that you 
BACK ISSUES 
:c: ISSUE 
Vol. 2 No.2 
Vol. 2 No.3 
-Vol. 2 No.4 
($ 2.50 each, incl. postage) 
Number required 
0 
0 
0 
- T·SH I RTS ($15 each, incl, postage) 
Design Size Number 
M L X·L 
Conway Christ 0 0 0 0 
Barcelona 0 0 0 0 
= Last Black Olive 0 0 0 0 
Sex, Leisure Tech. 0 0 0 0 
- Cane Toad Logo 0 0 0 0 
- Lionel's Little Mate 0 0 0 0 
Food & Corruptfon 0 0 0 0 
NAME .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ADDRESS . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Telephone 
Vo12, Number 3: SEX, LEISURE 
and TECHNOLOGY issue-
The important issues for the 
eighties, backed up with a 
National Times parody that 
even made Brian Toohey laugh. 
* Is Lady Di a KGB Mole? 
* A Big Country's Dreaming 
* Liver Babies Scam revealed 
* Consumer Watchtoad Guide 
to Sex 
Extra copies of this issue copious­
ly available. 
really need your Cane Toad Times 
urgently? 
Then we have the deal for you. 
For a mere $10, you can make 
totally certain that you will be the 
first .person on your block with 
the next four editions of the Cane 
Toad Times. Can y6u believe your 
luck? Can we trust your cheque? 
_SUBSCRIPTIONS ($10, incl. postage) 
-Number: D 
-CHRISTMAS CARDS (Pack of 5: 
$4.50 incl. postage) 
Number: 0 
TOTAL: $ ............. . 
I WISH TO PAY BY: 
Cheque/Money Order 0 
Bank Card 0 
Mastercard 0 
No: 
DOD DO ODD DDDDDD 
Signature .................................... . 
Expiry Date ................................ . 
SENO TO: Cane Toad Times, PO Box 321, Wooloongabba 0.4102 
Phone (07)369 8869 
CANE TOAD T·SHIRTS 
Do you need that little extra something to make a big splash this sum­
mer? Try a Cane Toad Times T ·shirt. Each aerodynamically efficient 
torso covering is lovingly cut from finest Chinese Cotton and expertly 
printed with zany designer graphics. 
CONWAY CHRIST 
REDNECK SUPERSTAR 
The Shirt of the Show of the 
greatest Country'n'Western story 
ever told. This Conway devotion­
al aid is resplendent in four­
colour seriography and features 
the famous Hat Band of Thorns. 
OLYMPICS FOR BARCELONA 
Douse Brisbane's Olympic flame 
with Flamenco fashion. Prevent 
· local traffic turmoil. Who needs 
the circuses - we'll take the 
bread. 
This socially-aware statement 
comes in Spanish national colours 
· and you can always say "It's 
OK, I'm from Barcelona". 
LAST BLACK OLIVE . 
Be the afterlife of the party in 
this tribute to animal/vegetable 
miscegentation. 
Inspired by the intimate sor.ial 
observation of Debbi Brown, 
artist and philosopher, brought 
to the wide body screen after a 
successful season as a cartoon. 
SEX, LEISURE I TECHNOLO�Y 
Fun under the stars, country­
style, boots and all. 
Wrap your body in pastoral 
green and blue. Keep your 
friends guessing and the tele­
vision worried with this Matt 
Mawson original as featured on 
the cover of our previous issue. 
CANE TOAD LOGO 
Hey, all the other yuppies have 
livestock on their chests but if 
you've outgrown crocodiles, 
roosters and penguins, then 
you're ready for cane toads. 
Get three flat toad road warriors 
close to your heart and feel the 
difference. 
LIONEL'S LlnLE MATE 
You will be most appealing in 
this delightfully innocent stat­
utory declaration. 
These red, white and blue 
loyalty pledges are a real 
_conversation-stopper at dinner 
parties. 
Phone your order now c/­
Federal Police, or direct to 
Cane Toad Headquarters. 
FOOD I COR.RUPTION 
Show your disdain for the decline 
of western civilisation with this 
tasteful tribute to law and order 
in black and blue. 
A Nerissa Lea original from the 
cover of the current Cane Toad 
Times: this T-shirt will really 
set you apart at pickets, demon­
strations, drug raids and the 
policeman's ball. Can be padded 
to soften the blows. 
CHRISTMAS CARDS 
The Cane Toad Times succumbs 
·· to the lure of festive profiteering. 
"Not Another Pullover for 
Christmas" available in sets of 
five. 
A 
state. �����-��re::sts of documenting social deviance, the Cane Toad 
Times Foundation funded Dr Ralph Ripitoff, of the Criminology 
Department of the University of Surfers Paradise, to produce a test 
that would be the final arbiter of personal corruption. 
Ralph did a systematiC survey of corrupt behaviour, exploring the 
psychological and social conditions necessiry for taking bribes, 
fixing races, arranging knlghthoods etc. 
He arranged the styles of corruption across a spectrum, from fixing 
· a parking ticket, to ramming a development through, and onto 
running a 'political-party. 
By cross-referencing this spectrum with an old Dolly quiz ("Just · 
How Hunky Is Mel Gibson?"), Ralph developed the Incredibly 
scientific, absurdly accurate, really cute Rlpltoff Scale. 
Now the Cane Toad Times brings you the opportunity to see how low 
you will go to get up the wealth ladder. · 
· 
So sharpen your pencils and get ready to bare your conscience to 
the Cane Toad Tlmes/Ripltoff Scale of personal corruption. 
1.Your bank account 
bears what name? 
a Mr Nugan said I dido't need a 
name. 
b. My own name. 
c. My children's names. 
d. A name I got from the cemetery. 
2. What Is your 
favourite charity? 
a. The Bjelke-Petersen 
Foundation. 
b. Boy Scouts. 
c. Myself. 
d. The Sunshine Foundation. 
e. Lionel Murphy. 
3. You're at the 
bottom of the harbour. 
You are • • •  
a. A Balmain Bug. 
b. Lloyd Bridges. 
c. A Wet "Liberal". 
d. Out of your depth and feeling 
the pressure. 
4. Your.hero Is • • •  
a .  Brian Maher. 
b. Peter Clyne. 
c. Nev Wran. 
d. Earle Bailey. 
e. Mel Gibson. 
f. Dr Edelsten. 
5. You own • • •  
a. A TAB licence 
b. The TAB. 
c. Queensland. 
d. Bob Hawke. 
e. Bubbles Bath House. 
a. Last time you were 
at Bubbles Bath 
House� you had ow. 
a A smorgasbord. 
b. Mel Gibson. 
c. $1000 on the red. 
d. A good laundering. 
e. A sauna with Russ Hinze. 
f. Fun in the bubble bath. 
7 What does • •a hit" 
mean toyou? 
a. "No. 10 with a bullet." 
b. A smack in the arm. 
c. Standard business practice,. 
d. Mel Gibson. 
e. Relief. 
a. What's your 
favourite book? 
a. Fortune Magazine. 
b. Biggles Flies Hooch. 
c. Old Govt Directory. 
d. Robbie Waterhouse. 
9. What does • •conflict 
of Interest" mean to 
ypu? 
a. Too many hobbies. 
b. Nothing- I'm the Minister. 
c. A leak to Wayne Goss. 
d. Selling uranium to the French. 
1 o. You feel guilty 
about the time you • • •  
a .  Shot the bank manager. 
b. Left the iron on. 
c. Used battery acid instead of 
glucodin. 
d. Had a drink with Brian Cahill 
... and then another one .. . 
... and then another one .. . 
e. Fixed up Goleby's tractor. 
�R"l IN WR.E" Sr I_E'D W 1 T1i 1ltc TE'" f1PT"\ Tt ON 
· -ro. TAKE:" I'" vAt" r A �£ or "'i"H e: F..\ youR" B t..€' 
E:,X c.r-\ ;\� � f"' RA. 'i'C5 .•• 
1 1 • You want to bump 
someone ott. You • • •  
a. Take them to a disco. 
· b. Use battery acid instead of 
glucodin. 
c. Make them a Family Court 
judge. 
d. Give them tight garters and 
make them stand sentry duty for 
16 hours a day. 
e. Employ the best person for the 
job. 
1 2 You want to make 
some quick cash. You 
a. Bake a lot of lamingtons. 
b. Publish a satirical magazine in 
Queensland. 
c. Become a Cabinet Minister. 
d. Join the National Party. 
e. Sell some acrea�e just off 
Russell Island. 
f. Spend a week-end in Bangkok. 
1 3. There's a knock 
on your door at 4.30 
am. You • • •  
a· Ask Mel to leave by the back 
door. 
b. Go to the toilet and flush it. 
c. Turn down the stereo. 
d. Aren't home. Try Bubbles Bath 
House. 
1 4. How would you 
describe yourself? 
a. A prominent businessman. 
b. A well-known racing personality. 
c. A colourful restauranteur. 
d. A flamboyant Lebanese 
hairdresser . 
e. Lionel's Little Mate . 
f. Just lucky, I guess. 
1 5. What's your best 
defence? 
a Satire. 
b. Edward Lyons did it. 
c. Uncorroborated evidence of a 
minor. 
d. The dingo did it. 
e. I was a fool. 
f. It seemed like a good idea at the 
time. 
1 a. Are you corrupt? 
a. No comment. 
b. I have to refer that to my 
solicitors. · 
c. "Are you from the ABC?" 
d. No, we just do Bubble Baths. 
e. I withdrew the TAB application 
already. 
17. Who do you hate? 
a. Straight cops. 
b. The ABC. 
. c. The Director of Taxation. 
d. The Director of Public 
Prosecutions. 
e. All surviving Family Court 
judges. 
1 a. In 10 years, you 
expect to be • • •  
a. Still dying of cancer in Ireland. 
b. Someone else. 
c. Mel Gibson. 
d. Off the stuff. 
e. At the bottom of the harbour. 
I ANSWERS 
. 
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Answert 
a You talk to the right people (10 pts) 
b. Wimp (0 pts) 
c. Now that's better/That's more like it. 
(5 pts) 
d. Dawn of the Dead (7 pts) 
Answer a 
a. Sound investment (10 pts) 
b. Get a wogg/e on (5 pts) 
c. Only if you're registered (7 pts) 
d. Raw prawn (2 11t1) 
e. Bleeding heart (0 !Its) 
Answer3 
a Don't cry (7 11t1) 
b. Just another seahunt (0 11t1) 
c. Gotcha! (10 11t1) 
d. Say hullo to Donald Mackay (5 pts) 
AnsW.r4 
a. Nice guy, hey (fO pts) 
b. You've got to be cool to be Clyne 
(7 lltl) 
c. You're not from the ABC (5 !Its) 
d. Desperately Seeking Tax Shelters 
(8 lltl) 
e. Last of the innocents (0 11t1) 
f. And it's legal too (I pts) 
Answers 
a. Aren't friends a big help? (3 11t1) 
b. Christians 10, Lyons ... (0 pts) 
c. You must be Japanese (10 pts) 
d. You must be the CIA (7 !Its) 
e. Nice bubbles, hey (511ts) 
Answer& 
a. Swedish and Scandinavian books; 
see everything, hold the Mayo!! 
(8 lltl) 
b. An hour later you want another one 
(Z !Its) 
c. Good luck, you'll need it (Z lltl) 
d. Taken to the cleaners again (5 !Its) 
e. How did you fit? (10 11t1) 
f. Rubber duckie, you're such fun (0 11t1) 
Answer7 
a. OJ payola scam!! (5 11t1) 
·b. Why bother if your parents aren't 
famous? (7 pts) 
c. Competition can oe troublesome 
(10 lltl) 
d. Wimp (0 !Its) 
e. Try valium, it's legal (3 11t1) 
Answer& 
a. There's no money in books (8 !Its) 
b. Turn up the wick Algie (0 !Its) 
c. The Japanese translation, of course 
(10 ptl) 
d. That's a"fine cotton shirt, Rob (7 11t1) 
e. Hold the mayo (5 pts) 
Answer& 
a. Lego, you bastard (7 lltl) 
b. Rezone it? Yes, Minister (10 lltl) 
c. Pissed on from a great height (5 lltl) 
d. Bleeding heart (0 lltl) 
,Answer tO 
a. But I did not shoot the automatic 
teller (7 pts) 
· 
b. Wimp (0 pts) 
c. Hot shot (10 pts) 
d. You're a fool (5 pts) 
e. Don't feel guilty (8 pts) 
Answer t t 
a. Juanita Neilsen joke- bummer 
(5 lltl) . 
b. Who doesn't? (10 pts) 
c. Boom boom !! (8 11t1) 
d. Or gas them in the toilet (3'11is) 
e. Hard to get good help these days 
(7 lltl) . . . 
Answer t2 . 
a Milking the charity rackets, hey? 
(0 lltl) 
b. Obviously a tax loss (2 lltl) 
c. No point, Russ has got a// the good 
ones (8 !Its) 
d. Way to go (10 lltl) 
e. There is a prawn born every minute 
(5 lltl) 
f. Enjoy the flight, it may be .your last . 
(7 lltl) . 
Answert3 
a Keep dreaming (5 !Its) 
b. Good luck with the syndicate (7 11t1) 
c. Hippy (0 pts) · 
d. Where the action is (1il"lltl) 
Answert4 
a. Very rich (1 0 11t1) 
b. Liquidity problems (8 Jts) 
c. Great chunders (7 lltl) 
d. Who Pl.lt the blow into blowjob? 
(5 lltl) 
e. Aren't we all? (3 lltl) 
. f. And you probably believe it (2 lltll 
Answertts 
a cane Toad defemce, silly (0 11t1) 
b. Hinze defence. Good try (8 !Its) 
c. Cheeky (5 lltll 
d. Azaria defence (Z 11t1) 
e. Cahill defence; inventive (10 11t1) 
f. Streaker's. defence (4 ptl} 
Answerte 
a. Yes (10 !Its) 
b. May/:le (811ts) . 
c. Just a bit (5 !Its) 
d. That really _is co;rupt!!! (2 !Its) 
e. Gotcha (I !Its) 
Answert7 
a Are there any? (Z !Its) 
b. Particularly Richard Carlton (0 lilts) 
c. He's just doing a job (10 lltl) 
d. He's harmless (5 lltl) 
e. They're worried (8 lilts) 
Answerta 
a. Don't worry, it will clear up (10 lltl) . 
b. And still in the National Party (8 11t1) 
c. Yoti already are (5 lltl) 
d. But you'll be on to something else 
. (0 lltl) 
e. Keep fishinp fl llfl) 
Now add up your score and compare It to the following corruption 
assessment categories. 
0·40: Babe In the woodsl You are so good that it makes me 
puke. The sort of person who would hand over money they found on the 
street to the police. A real innocent. If you want to get corrupt then you must 
burn all your white clothes, watch a lot more American TV shows and, hey, 
loosen up a little. 
41 ·80: Dabbler. While you would never offer a bribe, there was the 
bottle of scotch to the friend in the Council who looks after your parking 
tickets. Double standards provide you with an amusing canvas on which 
you can develop modern ethical practice. At least you know where Bubbles 
Bath House is!!! 
a 1·1 00: You may be Mel Gibson, or then again you might just be 
averagely corrupt. 
1 01 ·1 40: Golf Club Set. You are pretty evil, but you still sling 
the Tax Commissioner a few bob to help out with his superannuation. If you 
are going to make it to the top of the. corruption scale you must get into 
. drugs, or at least prostitution. And why don't you lash out and buy a 
policeman to go with the politician. They would make a nice pair, really ... 
1 4 1 ·1 eo: Toecutter class. You are as corrupt as luncheon 
sausage. Your mind should be closed as a health hazard. You are dirty, filthy 
and greasy and loving every minute of it. Why don't you get a real job? Watch· 
out for bowel cancer. 
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1.THE ADVERTS 
BOB WELCH/EVERLfY BROS 
G�E PITNEY /THE PARTRIDGE FAMILY 
KIM CARNES 
CRYSTAL GAYLE 
SURVIVOR 
2. PETER & THE TEST ME BABIES 
MAGAZR 
TIIR� GIWTl.E 
THE SIJjOAY PAMCRS 
PETER & Tl£ TEST T\& BABES IAGAIN!I 
SlEEIX DAN 
THE BOI.l.OCK BROS. 
HAIICIIT100 
CRASS 
THE DAWlED 
THE POP GROUP 
SINCEROS 
CHARGED GBH 
JOHN COOPER CLARKE 
THE DICKES 
CAPTAIN BEEFHEART & HIS MAGIC BAND 
l JOHNNY CASH 
DONNA FARGO 
JMME RODGERS · 
ROGER MUfR 
4. FROM THE MOVIE BARBARELLA OWN OWN 
(PlAYED BY MILO O'SHEA) WAS AN EVIL SCEN· 
TIST WHO ESCAPED TO SOGO WITH TIE POSIT· 
RaiiC RAY • t£ OOGtm HIIS8.F AS A 
COHCEJIGf THERE lJITl DISCOVERED BY 
BARIIAREl1A 
s. OPTOIETIIST 
fiiCKEY DQI.fNZ 
.EIIIY PICCOlO 
CI«JCK 
6. VI.ADMII 'SPilER' SABICH· 
RICHE VALENS 
JOHN 
CREAN 
BRENDAN GRAY 
7. SEPTEMBER salG 
8. SMITS '�MI STRANDED' 
PASSENGERS 'FACE WITH NO NAME' 
GOBETWEENS 'KAREN' 
NICK LOWE 'HEART OF THE CITY' 
BOYS NEXT 0001 'SCATTERBRAII'/ MDDB..S 
'EARLY MORNt«l BRAfl' 
EASYBEATS 'MEAN OLD LOVII" EP. 
WNGE JJICE 'FALI.IIG AND l.AUGIM' Also 
'Fttly' lieU. 
SPeCIAL IIJ. 'GANGSTERS'/ SE1£CTER 
'SElfCTEII' 
l..lR<fRS 'SHAllOW I LOVE STORY' . 
MEK� 'NEVER BEEN fj A RIOT' 
SYSTEMATICS • RURAL LP 
fiETAL IJIBAII 'PARIS MARQUS' 
TWO WAY GARDEN 'OVERNIGHT' EP 
THE POUCE 'F'AI..I. OI1T' 
9. MARVfj GAYE 
BARRY McGI.J!E 
BARRETT STRONG 
THE BRIANS 
HOT CHOCOLATE 
10. BRIAN ENO 
11. THE WHO 'WON'T GET FOOLED AGAIN' (A 
reflection on media C0¥e119t ot the Sprinbok riots • . 
one of the major reasons fol selting up the 
station. I 
SKYHOOKS 'YOU ..UST LIKE ME 'COS I'M GOOO 
IN BED. (Banned at the lime by 25M·. Solly-actualy 
2JJ at the timel. 
UTTLE RIVER BAND • COOL CHANGE (.-Well 
12. TAMMY WYNETTE (or BILLY CONNOLLYI 
FRANK ZAPPA & THE MOTHERS (originaHy by the 4 
Detlcesl 
FREEZE 
HARRY CHAAN p am the morning D.J. on .... 1 
GARLAND JEFFREYS, UN BUCKAELD & JAMES 
REYNE 
AL GREEN, ORANGE JUICE 
THE BEE GEES 
BOW BOW BOW 
ELVIS PRESLfY 
JOE rex, o-nPS 
SLY & THE FAMILY STONE 
13. ST CATHERINE, laler KINGSTON 
WEST BERUN 
PERTH 
ON DO ·YORUBA TOWN IN WEST NIGERIA (1 poinl 
foll.agosl 
MANCHESTER 
ATHENS 
SHEFFIELD 
DUBBO 
GLASGOW 
14. ELVIS COSTEU.O. 
15. BOB HAWKE (not MiiM Fraser or Go191 
Whillilnl 
16. ANY 3 OF THE BYROS ROXY fllJSIC, GOLDEN 
EARRfj(l, Tl£ FLYING CIICUS & HUSKER DU. 
17. AS HOLLY •• YANKEE ROSE 
18. Tl£ GREAT GAZOO aka MR. GAZOO 
19. HARDY HAR HAR 
20. THE CLASH 
SLY & THE FAMILY STONE 
THE ROBINS WHO LATER BECAME THE COAS­
TERS (both accepted! 
21. ANY 3 OF THE RATS, NICE IMAGES, FAD, 
BACKSTAGE SUICIDE ALLEY, DISTIJIBED 
22. ANY 3 OF SPIJIT 
SElF ABUSE, CHOKE, AIJTOPSY 
23. AVA GARDNER OF FRANK SfiATRA'S 
MARRIAGE TO filA FARROW 
24. PETE Wt«lFIELD 
25. LONG HAilED LOVER FROM lJVERP()(l 
26. CAROL LLOYD 'A MATTER OF.TIME' 
27. CIICUS BOY (Mickey Dolenz as Corltyl 
28. CKJCK BARRIS 
GeiE, GEhE Tl£ llANCNl IIACIH, THE 
lH(HOWN COliC, Tl£ FAT IJDY(Perftmlen as 
listilct m guestsl 
29. AIITY ( not Mtylle or wt Poill  
QICA 
. 30. Tl£ EXCHANGE HOTEL 
IIRIMSWICK ST, F!MmlUlf VALLEY I now 
TheTemilusl · 
THE HACENDA 
31. BAUHAUS 'ANTOININ ARTAOO' 
32. TANGALOOMA · 
33. THOSE NAUGHTY LUMPS 
34. IT WAS THE tuEER OF GIGS THml PLAYED 
If TO -TI£ TilE OF RECORDit.'G '154' 
35. UTA FORD, CHERE CliiRE, JOAN .fTT, 
SANlY mr 
38. SEAN CASSI)Y 
37. DEBBE Tl£ GLOQI 
38. TI£Y DllN'T HAVE Of£! SWEE' PEAS WAS 
ClJVE OYL 'S rEPI£W 
EUGENE Tl£ .EEP 
39. .oNlY CRAWFORD 'IUIOURS', 'CN>rS 
III!Tit1Ar (Also 'Your Nose 1s � fOW'I 
.,,IAN McCW.OCH, PETE WYLE, .u.JM COPE 
& STEPI£N SPENCE. (Beilg the name ot a group 
d 4 U:ilnsl 
41. 1981 
42. RIOT STORES 
43.SHN 
44. REPllCANTS 
45. Kll GAI..AHAD & THE ETERNALS 
46. CAROLE BAYER SAGER 
47. THE OUTSIDERS 
48. SIJjSET STRIP/I+ 2 
KAREN/A.EE REMCK 
TASK FORCE/ /STAMP OUT DISCO 
THESE BOOTS ARE MADE FOR WALKING/ /BOY 
HERO 
CIGARETTES & ALCOHOIJ/+ 2 
BURN MY EYE EP 
LOVE-TO RLWI+ 3 EP 
AVERAGE INADEQUACY 
MONGOLOID/IJOCKO HOMO 
WHEN THE BIRDMEN FLY/I+ 3 EP 
.AJST UKE GOLD 
PICTURES ON MY WALL 
SPIRAL SCRATCH 
49. ANY 1 OF UlZY MERCIER DESCLOUX, 
IPPUDO, VITABEATS 
ANY 1 OF VENl\JRES, NO NONSENSE, RADIO 
BIRDMAN I sort oil 
ANY 1 OF BLUES BROS., DEAD KENNEDYS, 
CHAPS, UNK WRAY 
50. UTTLE ROGER & THE GOOSEBUMPS 
51. TOM ROBINSON 
52. THE DAMNED 'MACHINE GUN EnQUETTE' 
53. ROLUNG STONES • THEIR SATANIC MA.ES. 
nES REQUEST 
54 . .ERRY LEE LEWIS 
55. COUNT BASIE 
56. UWAN GASINSKAYA 
57. THE PRETENDERS, THE EURYTHMICS, TALK· 
t«l HEADS, SIMPLE MINOS, DEF LEPPARD, SAND11 
Nil THE SUNSETS 
56. THE BAY CITY UNION 
59. THE AU PAIRS 
60. salG FROM UNDER THE FLOORBOARDS 
ALSO PHILADEI.PHIA ( I COUlD'VE BEEN , RAS­
KOLNIKOV BUT MOTHER �AME RIPPED tf.E 
OfFI 
61. HOWLING WOlf AKA CtfSTER BURNETTE 
62. GO BETWEENS 'RIVER OF MONEY' m 
Sprilg Hil Fai' 
63. JAPANI/BIG IN JAPAN 
64. HIS GIILFREND'S RAG DOLL (and late! 
hinsell 
65. WARATAH 
BRIAN CADO 
· 66. CURTIS MAYFELD lor .ERRY BUTlfRI 
BETTE BRIGHT 
RICHARD HELL 
TEX OEADLV (AKA Greg Pmll 
CliNT RUtl (AKA .in Thilwell 
ARilf 
HANlSOME DICK MNIITOBA 
FRANKE LYMDN 
BOOTSY CWIIS 
GRANlMASTER FLASH then GRAMlMASTER 
El£ MEL 
JAMES BROWN 
BUY McKENZE 
REIWITA 
DEBBE CONWAY 
67. ROI.Lt«l STOlES 'BEGGARS IIANOifT' 
68. DEXTER FlSHPAW ( Dliile's son it 'Poly­
estll'l 
69. JONATHAN Ca.fiiAN 
70. SORRY MISPIIM • OF COIIISE IT SHOW! 
HAVE BEEN 6345789 NIJ Tl£ ANSWER IS 
Wl.SON PICKETT OR RY COOOER 
8525 
BEATLES 'REVCWTION No. 9' SEARCHERS -lOVE 
POTION No. 9 
ZAGER & EVANS 
JOHNNY FARNHAM • OlE, I.EhE LOVM:H ·l.OCKY 
NLI1BER, BO<*TOWN RATS tOOKIIG AFTER 
No.r 
.uJY STONE 
71. ELVIS COSTELLO 
SMOKEY ROBrlSON 
MEAnDAF 
nNA TUINER 
PRKE 
BUY IXll. 
GREEDY SIIIH 
72. HEARING AID 
7l MARE PROVOST 
NASTY NIGEL 
JOHNNY ROTTEN 
DEAD KENNEDYS 
74. TOASTERS 
SUNBEAM 
75. DANIEL MILLER 
76. BY THEIR snFF UTTLE FINGERS 
n. REFUGEES 
78. JOYCE McKJINEY A FORMER BEAIJTY QUEEN 
RAPED KIRK ANDERSON A MORMON MISSIONARY 
(En�d Approx. 19771 
79. DENTIST WAS WALLY CAMPO (OR FORBESI 
WHO UNSUCCESSfULLY TREATED SEYMOUR 
KRELBOIN (JOHNATHAN HAZEl WITH NAVOCAINE 
• SEYMOUR KILLS HIM AND ADOPTS THE GUISE 
OF DR FORBES AND THEN REMOVES SEVERAL 1 
OF WILBUR FORCES (JACK NICHOLSON'S! 
TEETH •• SORRY. JACK NICHOLSON ACCEPTED, I 
HOWEVER. 
80. NIGHT OF THE LEPUS 
81. STORMY WEATHER 
82. MORRISEY 
63. MARLO THOMAS 
PHl DONAHUE 
84. THE VELVET UNDERGROUND 
85. ALL WORK AND NO PLAY MAKES JACK A 
DW. BOY. 
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The 
Domino's 
Pizza Hat 
Story 
Marina, 19, was employed as a 
driver for Domino's Pizza for ten 
months. She drove her own car 
when working for the company -
this is the case with most drivers, as 
Domino's do not provide many cars. 
THE ACCIDENT-
Marina was flu-ridden, but had made 
the effort to work beeause Domino's 
were short of drivers. 
It was 9.30 on a Monday night and 
Marina had just delivered a $7.50 pizza 
(el cheapo type) to an address in 
Paddington. 
While she was driving along Charlotte 
Street, Marina's hat tipped over her face 
- a common occurence, due to the 
hat's poor design and the company 
policy that women drivers wear their 
hair tucked under their hats, making the 
hats sit badly. 
In frustration, Marina threw her hat 
onto the passenger's seat. She then 
searched for it, feeling guilty because 
Domino's DEMAND that drivers wear a 
hat at all times. If found to.be in breach 
of this rule, Domino's employees are 
sacked on the spot. 
After locating her hat, Marina returned 
her attention to the road, but was 
unable to avoid colliding with a dark 
green Kingswood. The time between 
removing her hat and the collision was a 
matter of seconds. 
"Apart from the fact that I was sick and 
wasn't concentrating fully, it was the hat 
that did it," Marina later said. 
Total damage to Marina's car was in 
excess of $4000. The car was 
subsequendy written off by the 
insurance company. Damage to the 
Kingswood was negligible. 
The police were called to the scene of 
the accident. They questioned Marina, 
who told them about the hat. They 
concluded that the accident had been 
caused by her taking her eyes 0ff the 
road. She was informed that she would 
be charged with driving with undue 
care. 
To date, she has not been charged but, 
on the basis of police statements, 
Marina was sacked by Domino's. 
THE HAT DEBATE: 
Domino's Pizza is an American 
conglomerate fast food operation. The 
"hat policy" comes from America. 
Marina tells of numerous accidents 
(mild and serious) which Domino's 
drivers have had because of the large 
hats falling and interfering with vision. 
Apparendy, it is one of the most 
frequent complaints made by staff about 
working conditions at the monthly crew 
meetings of Domino's employees and 
management. 
Despite the evidence of the problem, 
Domino's management have not 
reversed their "hat rule". 
SPEED: 
Added to the stupidity of making drivers 
wear over-sized hats is a company policy 
which encourages their drivers to speed. 
Officially, Domino s policy does NOT 
encourage speeding but they offer price 
reductions for pizzas not delivered . 
within half an hour in most areas, and 
the young managers are keen to keep to 
their quotas. Speeding, therefore, is 
central to their "profit-motive incentive 
program". 
As a result, the drivers work under high 
stress. 
EPILOGUE: 
Marina received her pay for the night's 
work a week later. She was short­
changed by Domino's. They paid her 
from the time she left the store to make 
the delivery at 6.40 (she'd been at the 
store since 6pm) until the time of the 
accident at 9.30. Marina had stayed at 
the aa:ident scene until 10.30 - during 
this time she was responsible for 
Domino's money. She was not paid for 
the extra hour. 
As well, after the police had finished 
interviewing her, she returned to the 
store and waited there until 11 pm so the 
Area Supervisor could interview her. 
She wasn't paid for this time, either. 
Presumably, the extra hours were not 
seen as "income-generating" activities 
and therefore were not worthy of 
payment.. 
Domino's Pizza drivers are young, low­
paid and have to wear silly hats. They 
are barely unionised and urgendy need 
industrial muscle before they all die in a 
miasma of speed, large hats and 
pepperoni. 
DAMIEN SIMPSON 
THE CHARLES ATLAS 
THEORY OF BIG THINGS 
· · ,·· 
. .  ' 
· .  
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.,. . .  
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The traditional scene: A beach. 
The scenerio: Mac, a weedy wimp, gets a faceful of sand and 
humiliation from the foot of a hulking beach bully. He loses the 
girl and gains a big chip on the shoulder. 
Like the famous Mac of the Atlas ads, a lot of towns in Australia have 
something to prove - they need to show everyone that they can't be 
pushed around by the big city bullies. Just like Mac, they want that 
demonstration to be simple, self-contained and singular. 
· 
Charles Atlas would still be an artists' model if he'd demanded a com­
prehensive change in the life and abilities of his adherents. The Atlas 
solution is to fight fire with a match collection. 
Mac grew into a replica of his tormentors to avoid the hard work of finding 
a way to succeed at being Mac. 
The highway dots of Australia also seek an easier solution than, heaven 
forbid, building their own identity. That would take years and money and 
facilities and vision and ..... 
No, they push that coupon right off and b.uy their larger-than-life identity 
right off the shelf. Their own Charles Atlas course; their own Wizard of Oz 
set; their own Big Thing. 
There they are on the side of the road, ready to kick sand right back in the 
big city's face. 
Don't you wonder what Mac might have achieved if he hadn't become 
just another big beachboy? 
And what future is there for Highway Dot, Australia, population 1750, 
once they've identified themselves as Big Bananas, Pineapples, Lawn- · 
mowers, Cows or Sheep? 
DAMIEN LEDWICH 
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llans are obsessed with food and 
king and nothing makes tbat clearer 
the way they ideallse and idolise 
ker in the torm ot big things. 
the Cane Toad Times commitment 
enormous part- of .our popular culture, 
ection of gargantuan gastro.nomic 
Bu��ly 
The Iaroe and the sic!\ 
make pilgrimage to 
bathe in tne healing 
wa_ters of this 
miraculous bubbly 
spring. Bodega 
Restaurant, East 
Ipswich. 
Or•nae 
Orange Sat-1 cleverly 
held in geostationary 
orbit, transmitting 
vitamin C waves 
throughout the East 
Australian footprint. 
Warwick Highway. 
Tooth�ruah 
This man is a dentist, 
which is why we can't 
show you his face, 
What kind of 
toothbrush does a 
dentist use? A 
fucking big one! 
........ . h 
Rambo the four­
chinned behemoth 
wreaks ve,..geance on 
isolated roadside 
mutton dealers. Don't 
ask for coffee with 
cream. 
NATION'S CAPITAL DEPRIVED 
OF BIG THINGS 
But Goulburn Ia not nearly as aheeplahl 
There are no bloody Big Things in Canberra. It is controlled by a 
tasteful planning body, the National Capital Development Commission, 
and the only vaguely outsize thing is a large golf ball on a tee, situated 
outside the Gloucester Golf Club. 
The whole area around Canberra and southwest NSW reinforces the 
theory that giantism is a tropical disease ---' the only big things are a Big 
Pavlova (but that is only a concrete tank with a tin roof) and the Big Trout at 
Adaminaby. 
Now there is the Giant Merino Ram at Goulburn. The Giant Ram, situated 
on the southern extremities of the town, is about three storeys tall and literally 
the Biggest Thing in Goulburn. It is quite menacing, and looks capable of 
stomping towards the spires of the town centre and wreaking the same sort 
of havoc on Goulburn that King Kong did to New York. The Ram is a tourist 
destination, and there is a restaurant where its testicles should be. 
But the resid�nts of Goulburn have apparently clutched the Giant Ram to 
their collective bosom. The local member is john Sharp, who was elected for 
the first time last year. He is apparently eager to stay in, and a -good way to 
keep one's seat is by defending everything in the electorate, as the 
following letter, which appear in the Canberra Times, shows ... 
Goulburn's 
Giant Ram 
Sir, - Ian Warden's anicle of 
Wednesday, September II, and 
published in The Canberra Times, 
delivered an unwarranted insult to 
the City of Goulburn and its 
people. 
As the Federal Member of Par· 
liament [National Pany) repre· 
senting the city and indeed as 
someone referred to in Mr War· 
den's article, I wish to set the 
record straight about Goulburn 
and its new Giant Ram. 
Goulburn is not a "collection of 
ancient and modern hovels". The 
city is one of Australia•s 
·
historic 
settlements, with many fine and 
outstanding buildings nestled in a 
rich agricultural environment. 
Th e h u g e  r a m  i s  n o t  
"Queenslandesque in its giant 
nastiness", nor is it an "example 
of tastlessness". The Giant Ram, 
. when viewed by an impanial 
judge, is a first-rate example of a 
tasteful tourist development. 
The Mokany Brothers, the 
proud owners of this major tourist 
attraction, built the Giant Ram 
because it symbolises the industry 
that built Goulburn and, indeed, 
Australia. 
If the inhabitants of Australia 
were a different race of people, 
then rather than criticise this sym. 
bol of our nation's development, it 
would be worshipped. 
JOHN SHARP 
Member for Gilmore, 
Parliament House, 
Canberra. 
The attendant publicity given to Goulburn's Giant Merino has flushed out 
another giant Merino. This was brought to public attention by Western 
Australian Liberal MP Wilson Tuckey, a remarkable politician who once 
tabled his Leaving Certificate in Parliament in response to jibes about his 
intelligence. MrTuckey has sent a pamphlet which describes a Giant Ram at 
Wagan, south-west of Perth, as "the biggest in the Southern Hemisphere, 
15 metres in length and seven metres in height ... this proud and majestic 
structure symbolises the district's reliance and success in the wool industry 
... Large volumes of traffic are diverted from the Albany Highway at Arthur 
River into Wagan (30 kilometres) to view and photograph this magnificent 
man-made wonder". The giant beast appears to be quite intact, and even 
has testicles that distinguish it from its neutered sibling in Goulburn. 
ANDREW FRASER 
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.LO.BSTER 
LUST 
A crustacean without company is like 
chiCken a La King �ithout a wedding or a 
bar-b-que without ants. It's just no fun on 
your own. 
Fresh from my morning on the beach -
reading, walking, voyeuring, burning (my god, 
am I the only person on this beach who isn't 
reading jackie Collins?)- I think the way to 
keep �is vacational day bouncing along is to 
splurge on a seafood lunch. We're not just 
talking shark'n'chips with a coupla calamari 
rings deep fried, we're talking holiaay 
extravaganza. No less than lobst�r. 
Victoriously, I leave the market with my quarry 
- a few prawns, a little smoked salmon, lemon 
and one whole meaty-bits lobster. "Ha-Ha!" I 
think to myself, "they're all wrong. You can 
· enjoy a holiday on your own!" No sooner in the 
door than I pour myself a gin and tonic - lots 
of ice, lots of gin. "What the hell. Get pissed on 
your own. No one to notice you spill your 
drink, slur your words. No one to notice how 
many times you go to the bathroom. Yeah, you 
can just drink in peace." I don't know why they 
frown on it. Seems to me that drinking on your 
own is far more relaxing than "social" drinking. 
Why, only the other night I was at a party and 
someone was discussing Einstein and how he 
was okay as far as he went but he was limited by 
his own perceptions. Yeah, right, I say, thinking 
maybe if I drink faster I can go for a refill and I 
won't have to continue this conversation. It's a 
pity people don't sing around the piano any 
more. I mean, any ol' drunk can do that. It's 
gotta be easier than anticipating the direction of 
someone's intent or justifying one's heartfelt 
and recendy-acquired beliefs. Yeah, bring·back 
orchestrated conversation. Follow the· bouncing 
ball. Someone put on "Ipaneema" quick, this 
party is dying. 
So anyway, the lobster. Standing at the sink, the · 
butcher's paper unwrapped, the lemon sliced 
(save some for the gin), I am an. indecisive 
mixture of anticipation and lobster lust. I tease 
myself. I shell a prawn. I consider a shower. No, 
I'll stay beachy (so how else, my friends would 
tell you) - less culture shock for the lobster 
that way. 
I finish the prawns, still standing at the sink. 
Under my nails is pink and prawn juice is 
running down my fingers, congealing at my .. 
· wrists. Another gin, more ice, while I concoct a · 
seafood sauce (my father taught me something) 
from cream and ingredients usually found in 
the bloodiest Marys. The colour created has 
been painted on the outside of workers cottages 
throughout Brisbane and, I fear, other bastions 
ofVogue influence. However, as a sauce for 
drowning lobster flesh - it's perfect. 
I now have more lobster in front of me than 
most restaurants serve in three meals. The gin is 
working, th� music is working. Jimmy Buffett 
and his Key West Florida music would have 
· been just the sound but, hey, I'm doing okay. 
There's still some sun on the deck so I'll eat 
outside. 
And that's just what I did. I ate the lobster. I 
just ate it. .I was finished in ten minutes. I made 
another gin, felt resdess and was asleep within 
the hour. 
I tell you it's not the s�e. Seafood with friends 
-you sit, you peel, you crack claws, you eat and 
. drink. Eating is counterbalanced by 
conversation. Though I must confess a 
particular annoyance at watching finicky people 
dissect a prawn to remove its "shit trail". Why 
these people couldn't let me go on believing it 
was a prawn's backbone. (So biology's not my 
strong suit ... ) · 
And as for seafood with a lover- ill iss. The 
perfect foreplay. '�Hey, what's that fishy smell?" 
Not like those heavy restaurant meals that leave 
you wanting to do nothing more energetic than 
listen for the sounds of digestion. Fresh seafood 
eaten with the hands. The juices, the smells, the 
tum-on. 
So I concede defeat in this area of couples 
versus singles. The social game versus the anti­
social animal. I love crustaceans, not just as 
friends maybe, but to enjoy with friends. Under 
·those tough shells, they're just firm, inviting 
flesh asking to be eaten and enjoyed. I know 
there's a bad joke in there somewhere about 
adolescents, chips and spoulders, but I'll leave 
that one up to you. 
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In code 
in Toad 
arx 
Marx's position with respect to poetry 
is one which ·reflects the general 
development of his thought. In his early 
years he maintained some interest, indeed 
indulged in, poetry. Upon maturity, how­
ever, he came to reject it as petit-bourgeois 
onanism. After a period of adolescent 
experimentation, Marx recognised the 
dangers of any tendency 
toward poetism. 
Like most young and romantic people. 
Marx was seduced by the attractive siren 
of poetry. As most immature intellects are 
prone to do, Marx even wrote some him­
self. But, as a prior indication of the fas! 
oncoming i.ntellectual peaks which Marx. 
was to reach, he wrote fairly atrocious 
poetry as Mikhail Lifshitz, a Russian 
aesthetician,. notes in his work The 
Philosophy of Art of Karl Marx: "Marx 
made numerous attempts to write verse, 
which were not particularly successful." · 
for example:· 
In ample glowing raiment bravely rapt 
With pride lifted heart illumined 
Constraints and ties imperiously 
renounced, 
With firm step great spaces I traverse 
In thy presence I shatter pain 
Towards the tree of life my dreams 
radiate 
As we can see, Marx's poetry was "on 
the nose." Marx's failure to produce poetry 
conforming to the accepted standards of 
"poetry'' reflects the fact that great 
intellects cannot produce good poetry. 
As such the whole intellectual worth of 
poetry can be seen to be undermined by 
Marx's inability to write "good" poetry. 
As an underdeveloped intellectual 
Marx succumbed to the vile temptation 
of poetry. As all thinking people under­
stand: poetry is to the adolescent what 
cream is to the child. Marx in his early 
stages almost became a victim of poetry. 
But salvation was at hand. His "bad" 
poetry exists as a preliminary to his over­
coming of that puerile indulgence. 
Like most of us, though, Marx needed· 
to keep constantly aware of the false. 
consciousness of poetry to prevent 
backsliding into the petit-bourgeois self­
gratification of poetry. Lifshitz;wrote· of 
this struggle within Marx: 
As he himself confessed, Marx made 
determined efforts to suppress his 
inclination to write poetry; the temp­
tation remained with him, however, 
for many years .... The conflict bet-· 
ween the urge to write poetry and the· 
stern necessity of finding an answer 
in the field of science to the problems 
of life constituted' the first crisis In 
Marx's intellectual development. 
It was the .confrontation with "Boy 
Georg" Hegel which gave Marx the 
impetus which he needed to throw offthe 
.childish fascination with poetry. As Marx 
studied Hegel his desire to break the 
poetry "habit'' increased. As Lifshitz says: 
"From that moment on, he bade farewell · 
to the moonlight of romanticism and became 
a disciple of Hegel." In seeking to say 
meaningful things concerning the society 
of which he was a part Marx was forced 
to drop poetry and concentrate upon· 
intelligibility and significance. His con­
cern for the interests of others and his 
desire to represent the interests of the 
working class made him a natural ant­
agonist of poetry. 
We came to recognise that those trap­
ped ir\ the romantic world of the poet 
could not perceive the reality of the situa­
tion around. them and were impotent as 
revolutionaries. Since their grasp of exis­
tence was inadequate they would fail to 
bring about social change. Their inability 
to cope with the contingencies of practi­
cal revolutionary activity stopped them 
from meaningfully contributing to the 
struggle. The power of their words also 
failed to impress him. 
Has one ever heard of gn�at 
improvisators being also great poets? 
They are the same in politics as in 
poetry. Revolutions are never made 
to order. After the terrible experience 
of '48 and '49, it needs something 
more than paper summonses from 
distant leaders to evoke national 
revolution. (from New Yo rk Daily 
Tribune, No. 3, March 8, 1853) 
Social liberation, therefore, must be 
carried on in the face of, and even 
against, poetry. Poetry provides strong 
support for revisionist backsliding. in order 
to achieve social progress, the calls to. 
poetry must be resisted. 
Marx's experience shows us that even 
· great thinkers had to struggle within 
themselves to resist the urge to write . 
poetry. He is an example to all of us. His 
life and intellectual development reflect 
the depths to which poetry can lead us, 
as well as the heights which the rejection 
of poetry can make possible. Modem · 
socialism can be seen as a product of 
Marx's rejection of poetry. Giving up 
poetry was his greatest contribution•to 
civilisation. 
And besides, how many words rhyme 
with "dialectic?" 
. DANIELLE BOND · 
ANNE JONES 
IAN COOK 
Of course sharing the same closet space 
we have the inevitable drones who keep the 
economy ticking over, the Nouveau Riche 
who are forced to live in iron clad fortresses 
with razor wire on their balconies and land 
mines in their footpaths. 
It's the same old story of the haves who only want to have 
more, and the have nots who only want a video machine a day to 
keep their drug ravaged bodies from slipping into involuntary 
gymnastics displays in the middle of the night So as long as the 
NOtNeau Riche keep getting out of bed and going to work every 
day to earn enough money to buy video machines, and don't get 
carried away with electric fences, the intricate-balance of life in the 
inner city will keep chaos and revolution at bay. 
In Sydney, there is a growing breed of l..iJmpen Proles slumped 
together in the inner suburbs, whose most joyous moment of the 
day might be licking a fresh paddlepop stick that someone had 
thrown on the footpath. And the one thing they all have in common 
·is ..  they don't work. 
Now that doesn't present an immediate problem, especially 
since the number of people who are ideologically opposed to the 
concept of work has increased so rapidly in recent years that you 
could probably start a religion on it But when it comes down to . 
your ability to stay alive and have a reasonably good time, 
difficulties arise. Especially if you have to take a lot of expensive 
drugs to cope with the stress. 
Most people who are heavily into unemployment forever: aren't 
there initially by choice but because they are basically too uncouth 
for the straight business world to cope with. (i.e. there aren't 
enough jobs for everyone at McDonalds so it's Mickey Mouse club 
members only). The left overs are given cigarette money and told 
to tuck off. 
Not a glowing example of the spirit of human kindness but then 
why should the capitalist pig-tuckers who run this country treat 
the. unemployed any differently to their grandmothers. · 
. The concept of self-preservation is really out on it s own in this 
situation. Those ·fortunate enough to be able to stand and walk . 
usually take advantage of the fact that our society has bred a race 
of hard pricked maniacs who think women and boyS were invented 
· by Walt Disney. On the street in Darto or behind the lattice work in 
Surry Hills you can. score anything from half a gram to $1500 
cash for acting like a rubber doll for half an hour. Unpleasant work 
. and there are side effects but who s gonna live past 30 around 
. here? Perhaps only those already past it · 
Given that most of the older people around got jobs when they 
were young and held on to them, most people on the dole are not 
yet old and not ever likely to have a job worth holding on to. This is 
not a situation that will inspire great faith in the prevailing 
economic and political. systems among the young. In fact you'd 
have a hard time convincing any of the young unemployed that ten 
years of paid slavery in an air conditioned tomb will give you 
anything except middle aged boils on the bum and an ulcer of the 
double garage. 
Despite reports from Mike Willisee and Jana Wendt, life on the 
dole is not a long running Coca-Cola ad. Bus fare to Bondi equals half a 
loaf of bread when your dole cheque hits the ground and the 
chances· of getting there before nuclear war breaks out are enough 
to make anyone living west of Moore Park take the sun in their 
back yard and save the bus fare for a bottle of port . 
Thanks to the efforts of such self-appointed custodians of 
Australia's welfare as BHP, the unemployed could now probably 
join hands and circle the country. Despite the recent extension of 
the dole queues the Australian people, in classic style, continue to 
ignore the yawning question of ''what are we going to do with all 
these non-workers". Recent government initiatives have employed 
teams of well fed social workers to attaCk the problem with 
pamphlets on how to relax and enjoy yourself in a back lane in 
Surry Hills on a rainy day. Of course the real field work for these 
studies has been going on for the past ten years and the 
unemployed themselves have come up with a fairly comprehensive 
guide to coping with life under these conditions. 
Basically that works out to taking a consistent variety of weird 
drugs in large quantities and getting off on the raucous decibels of 
rock (in the broadest sense of the word) music. These pastimes, 
unfortunately, are rather inaccessible to people who, for example, 
have a healthy respect for the law and order which brings us back 
to the gun barrel facing all fun lovers on the dole (economic firepower in 
most people's language) - money for drugs. 
Most non-workers who are serious about what they're doing and 
don't have an escape hatch to mum and dad's at St lves. know a 
good scam when they see one. Best not to go into too much detail 
about the endless variety of rorts one can pull to stay alive. The 
jails are full of people who weren't smart enough at 14 to side step 
the law and didn't get a second change. What keeps them there is 
an intricate system of violence, harassment and victimisation, 
which has prompted many crims to utter of late, "there is no 
justice- just us". 
Given that over 70% of prtsoners in NSW are doing time for drug or 
drug related offences, one shouldn't count on sympathetic 
treatment from the government or it s agents when a raging drug 
habit (that keeps everyone from the local detective to the politician 
of your choice in French underware), drives you to the nearest 
bank, makes you leap onto the counter, blow a shotgun hole 
through the roof and scream "this is a fucking hold up!" 
Sympathy is not what you'll get More likely God will direct one 
. or more police bullets into your cranium or you'll get loaded up with 
at least 16 other armed robberies that occurred on the same day . 
and go down for 12 with a 1 0. 
Putting a 3 gram a day addict in jail is rather like taking a 
heavy drinker out of the local pub and dropping them in the middle 
of the Saharah with an empty schooner glass and telling them to 
have a good time. 
Apart from the fact that it costs $70,000 a year to keep a 
person in jail there are other economic considerations to be taken 
into account when pondering whether this is in fact the best way 
to deal with drug related crime. Rick Norton, who's spent most of 
· the last 16 years researching the situation from the other side of 
the fence, worked out a rough estimate from his cell at Long Bay. 
. 
"If an addict needs a gram a day to stay comfortable, that 
gram's worth two to four shots and costs $300. Now in order 
to realise $300 it's necessary to steal a thousand in property 
or cash, so your average junky has to steal $7000 a week to 
make $2100. Now you're looking at over $350,000 each year 
and that's not the bottom line. As your tolerance to heroin 
increases, so doeS the need. The shots get bigger and your 
habit spirals. · 
One addict can easily account foi $1,000,000 in community 
property over six or seven years, even having regard to the fact 
that his activities are staggered by the imposition of prison 
sentences." 
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"If there was a heroin maintenance scheme such as the one 
which was applied in England, or the one that's currently being 
applied in Holland, it would have the effect of obviating the 
chief casual factor inherent in the commission of so many crimes in 
NSW, that they are committed_in order to maintain the habit" 
"I've been stealing and committing crimes since I was 16 in 
order to support my habit because of the unrealistic attitude of 
the government towards heroin addicts and the maintenance of · 
the laws in their present state which discriminate against the 
addict and favour the pusher." . . "It's all right for Fred Nile, Nick Groaner and people like this 
to say: whinge whinge, moan moan, when are these junkies 
gonna wake up to themselves and stop. But that's something . 
that's entirely within the individual and if the junky wants to 
stop he will. But until the junky does stop he requires support, · 
in a physical sense as well as in a moral sense." _ 
"Odyssey House works for a few of the State's addicts. 
There is a methadone program in NSW but this too is so 
constrained by staff ceilings and funding deficiencies that it is 
only available to a few of the State's addicts too. lfs hard for . 
chronic heroin users to take the methadone program seriously, as 
it presently exists. 
With at least 1 0,000 of the State's more regular heroin users in 
Sydney, and only about 800 places on the methadone list, it's easy to 
0 0 
see how the heroin economy is kept buoyant So wfio are the bosses 
and who are the workers, and why isn't there a herOin addicts union to . 
look after wages and conditions. . 
In this situation, the bosses who govern the entire operation from 
the shade of the big verandah in Macquarie Street have total power, 
total control. A veritable mandate from the people to run as big a smack 
operation in N.S.W. as they like. And they don't need fat turkeys like 
Russ Hinze to do it 
Down here they employ a middle management team of the worst 
carpetbaggers and bar-thugs in the country. They are experts in stay- · 
ing off the front pages until their sad carcasses are found lying beside 
the sorts of cars that have no business being in a back lane in-Annan-
dale in the first place. -
· 
Of course the police pay their usual role with the blunt efficiency 
that lost the Vietnam war for America "Kill first, cover up later," is the 
motto for the cops in charge of distribution And very good they are too, 
at both these tasks. 
On the ground, ifs the growing army of users (who thought they'd 
solved the major problem of being alive by finding the perfect way to 
feel good all the time). who discover that they're getting lumped with all 
the shitwoi'k. 
Ripping off a grand a day is not easy work. Then there's hanging out, 
· losing all your friends, totally fucking your arms, O.D.ing and having the 
shit punched out of you in the Darla cells. Together they make the con­
ditions of the job totally unsatisfactory to the ordinary worker. 
But heroin addicts are not ordinary workers. Their labour hasn't 
been organised, formalised and rewarded in terms of having a job. 
Those jolrfree people who aren't occupied with the full time perfor­
mance of heroin duties have got a lot more time on their hands. 
Although they could certainly make use of an extra $1,000 a day their 
needs are a little simpler. · 
The regime of ash tray filling, cask emptying and making all night 
T.V. feel wanted wears out even the hardy prole. For relaxation they've 
worked up a range of pastimes to recharge the batteries. 
The, salmon struggled up the. ha((watJ to the. kitdlen to .spawn. >� 
(a) Do you want to yell, scream, ·and cover yourself in pig's blOOd? 
Go to-
1. Art Space 
2. Art Unit 
3. Gung-Ho Productions 
4. Performance Space 
(b) Got a different picture of your society? Film at -
· 
1. Super 8 Film Collective · · -�-
2: Metro T. V. -
3. Sydney Film-Makers Co-op 
4. Videomagazine 
(c) Life's Politic's daily variations. Print that! 
1. On the Street 
2. Girl's Own 
3. P76 
4. Everything 
5. Rebel Worker 
6. Street Graffiti 
(d) Where's that music coming from? Go to -
1. Behind Enemy Unes 
2. Rehearsal Room 
or do it at-. 1. Inner City Music 
2. Peformance (free, space tuition) 
3. Not the Black and White Minstrels situation 
4. Aboriginal M�sic Ch-op Murri Jama 
(e) Tum that radio down Dep't 
1. Radio Skid Row 
(f) Screenprinting - Oh that's disgusting! 
1. Alexy's 
2. Darla Cyss 
3. Art Unit 
4. Murri Jama 
5. Tin Sheds 
For almost .all of the above see the comrades at your local C.Y.S.S. 
(g) Human Barricades - or we'll have the Fiat 850 round to your 
door in five minutes 
1. Inner-City Teilancy Service 
2. Squatters Union 
(h) Know your rights - and wrongs 
1. Redfern Legal centre 
-
Q) Fix it up, yourself -
1. Women's Place 
2. Women's Community Health Centre 
If you can't find all these, then perhaps you are looking in the 
wrong place .... 
No matter how hard you look, things are not as they seem. We 
have a large number of people here who, forced to live like rats in 
an empty sewer, have adapted to the cold hard Keynesian facts, and 
scratched out a more interesting and colourful existence than a 
lifetime of accounts clerks could add up between them. 
The art murder and tribal madness network growing throt.igh the 
anarchist community of the inner city has the potential to 
eventually subvert the entire race of grey suited, pancake faced 
human drivel who eat sandwiches in Martin Place at lunchtime, 
so that sometime soon they might lay naked in the sunshine or put 
trumpets up their bums. What a feat that would be. I think you 
could probably achieve better results by crop dusting the crowd 
with acid punch. 
The situation as it exists now, with scattered tribes of dedicated 
· 
unemployed working quietly in their own boroughs throughout the 
city, might be described by ASIO as "volatile but not aggressive". 
The fact is there are underground facilities available in this City 
for anyone to do anything on any scale and as more and more 
people get serious about being unemployed that's exactly what's 
going to happen. People will not be satisfied with tea and biscuits 
much longer. They want warehouses, factories, vacant lots, radio 
stations, TV studios, housing co-ops, printing facilities, artspace, 
industrial sewing machines, mini-buses, typewriters, childcare, the 
lot 
Now the industrial barons currently in control of the situation 
are not likely to respond well to the idea of non-workers doing 
anything except leading a miserable existence and wishing the 
fuck they had a job. However, when faced with fat lumps of cigar 
faced pork dressed in navy pinstripe telling them they can't have - what they want, the dispossessed have traditionally responded well, 
expressing their dissatisfaction in extremely creative displays of siz­
zling pig fat 
Should the government not respond to the aching desires of 
these people who sometimes prefer jail to the streets because the 
screws don't wear steel capped boots, then the problem merely 
becomes one for the militant edge. Now the militant edge don't 
believe that anything belongs to anyone in particular and will go to 
great pains to educate property developers and business tycoons 
in their philosophy as it relates to warehouses, trucks, computers, 
anything that could loosely be called property. 
Once these facilities have been liberated and put to good use by 
the masses, there shouldn't be any problem in convincing both the 
government and the corporate slimeburgers they stand for to fuck 
off out of here and go find another harbour to tart in. 
Then we can turn Sydney into a national park for human beings. 
TONY COLLINS 
Ever stopped to think. about why 
people put large ornamental butter­
flies on the outside of their suburban 
homes? There's a theory currently in 
. circulation- the butterflies advertise 
the fact that the mild mannered sub­
urbanites inside are, in fact, 'wife 
swappers'! Of such stuff are Urban 
· Myths m·ade. 
Many people seem to think that 
the tradition of the folk tale or fairy 
story died with the Brothers Grimm. 
Not so. Elaborate, fanciful, often 
wholely fictitious stories erupt and 
spread with the same venom as the 
latest joke. 
WHAT IS AN URBAN MYTH? 
An edifying edition on Urban Myths entitled "The 
Vanishing Hitch-hiker" by Jan Harold Brunvand des­
cribes the mechanism at work: 
"Legends can survive in our culture as living narrative 
folklore if they contain three essential elements: a strong 
basic story-appeal, a foundation in actual belief, and a 
'meaningful message or 'moral'." 
It's interesting to note in these days of mass media 
schlock horror that simple moral tales not only have 
credence but are perpetually emerging, changing and 
reaching a huge audience without the benefit of 
. "marketing". 
One of the.best known Urban Myths Brunvand calls 
·'The Boyfriend's Death'. This story is widespread and · 
·documented in the United states and has been kicking 
around Australia for the best part of twenty years. 
THE BOYFRIEND'S DEATH • 
AUSTRALIAN VERSION 
A couple are driving through the outback on their way 
to a large party at a station. They hear an announcement I 
on the car radio that there is an escaped lunatic in the 
area. 
About an hour later, night falls. They are almost at their 
destination but the car starts playing up. The boyfriend 
drives it off the road to see what's wrong. He can't get it 
started again. 
The boyfriend goes for _help, while the girlfriend waits 
behind. She falls asleep in the car. 
A couple of hours later she wakes up to the car being 
shaken violently with a loud banging on the roof. The car 
is surrounded by cars pointing their headlights at it. 
Police call through a loudhailer- she must get out of the 
car, run to them but not look back. 
She follows the instruction, but looks back. On top of 
car is the maniac bouncing her boyfriend's head on 
the roof. 
It's a lulu, isn't it? In the American version the boyfriend 
is hanging from a tree above the car with his feet scraping 
on the roof. There seems to be no basis for �ither version 
in actual fact. However, like all Urban Myths, it is told as if 21 it were gospel truth. Another American Urban Myth which has made it to 
--------------------�----------�----------------------------�---------------
Continued 
URBAN MYTHS 
:;: . Australia is retold as occurring In New York. That ·is "the. 
i · famous, giant, blind, albino alligators in the sewer Urban � 
z · · Myth. The interesting aspect of this story is that it·has an B actual basis in reality. Anthropologist Loren. coleman 
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found the sto,.Y in a 1935 New York Times. The alligator 
found was not giant, blind or albino but it grew out of all 
proportion to become a memorable Urban Myth. 
THE QUEENSLAND CONNECTION 
In all areas of culture, Australians are subject to a cer­
tain degree of American imperialism. But not all Urban 
Myths originate from the U.S. of A. We seem to be able to 
invent some pretty implausible stories all on our own (see 
examples). 
One of the more ludicrous Urban Myths on this or any· 
other planet is the 'Bread Bag Tag Mystery'. Quoting the 
Courier Mail 1 August 1985: 
"Many people are saving the tags which tie the tops of 
bread wrappers in the belief that they are helping a 
charity and, when they have collected a certain amouni 
the tags can be exchanged for a 
·
wheelchair for a han'­
dicapped or disabled person." 
Journalist Des Partridge investigated in the grand 
tradition of Woodward and/or Bernstein. He followed 
every lead, only to conclude that the story is completely 
fictitious. It was denounced from the front page of the 
Courier Mail. ' 
We can't let mere reality stop us. Any Cane Toad Times 
reader who wishes to continue to collect bread bag tags 
can send them to P.O Box 321, Woolloongabba Q 41 02 .. 
We will be building wheelchairs from the tags. It's sur­
prising what can be done with wire and superglue. 
THERE'S NO-ONE HERE BUT 
·us ..... . 
Recently Brisbane was fortunate enough to host the 
foundation of what may emerge as a major Urban Myth. 
In the tradition of 'Giant, Blind, Albino Alligators', this 
Myth is based on reality. 
In the early hours ofJS.unday,_18 August, Mrs. Lorraine 
Chicken died in Brisbane's Princess Alexandra (P.A.), 
Hospital. At the time of death Mrs. Chicken weighed· 
· 352kg - or 55 stone for those living in a bygone era. 
It was Mrs. Chicken's enormous weight which led to 
her early death and therein lies the cautionary tale. 
Mrs. Chicken broke her leg walking. 
She had not left her home in suburban lnala for many 
months. When the paramedic arrived to take her to hos­
pital,.part of the wall of the house had to be removed. 
She was transported to P.A. in an ambulance stripped 
of all internal fittings. At the hospital, no bed was big 
enough to. accommodate her, so she was placed on 
mattresses on the floor. She was left in the Spinal Unit 
· because it is on the ground floor. 
Her weight made normal patient care impossible. The 
hospital had to install a� industrial winch to lift her. 
Mrs .. Chicken suffered a blood clot , a common 
problem with immobile patients. Part Of the clot reached 
tier lungs and she died. 
The media showed remarkable restraint in reporting 
the case. Her name was not released. The Telegraph 
printed a photo of the repairs done to t�e house, but that's 
pretty tame stuff really. 
But the story was spreading like wild fire. 
It was left to Daryl Sommers and 'Hey, Hey, It's Satur­
day Night' to really gross out. As the 9 Network is subject 
to litigation over the incident, we can't ·reprint statements 
here. Use your imagination. 
But what makes Mrs. Chicken a nascent Urban Myth? 
For a start rumours and embellishment are continuing to 
emerge. For instance -
Mrs. Chicken's body was taken to the funeral 
home in a Mack truck. 
Mr. Chicken weighs 50kg (8 stone) and is covered 
in tattoos, 
Mrs. Chicken was the victim of physical abuse. 
The stories go on. Most are totally defamatory. 
In the story .of Mrs. Chicken are all the elements of a 
successful Urban Myth. First, the story is repeated. It will 
be altered and exaggerated, but it has a basis in fact. 
Finally, it has a ·moral of epic proportions serving as a 
lesson to all.. 
The lesson from Mrs. Chicken is that over-eating can 
kill you;and perhaps more importantly, make you open 
. to the worst kind of voyeurism and public ridicule. 
If Mrs. Chicken hadn't existed, we would have had to 
invent her. 
·ANNE JONES 
c: .2 "' "' Q) ... 
·-· ·· 
URBAN MYTH·1 
A group of labourers were working on a r(!ad iria 
Brisbane suburb. To facilitate their ·work, a long 
line of orange witch'� hats was·placed on the 
road to direct traffic away from the work site. 
· Every day at peak hour, the same woman 
motorist wo_utd drive past them. And every day 
she would open the door of her car and, driving 
close to the witch's hats, would knock them all 
over the road. 
Finally, they took a witch's hat and filled it with 
concrete. They bolted it to the road in lin;e with 
the oth�rs. 
Sure enough, the woman drove· up that day 
and started the same old trick. But when she got 
to the concrete witch's hat her· car door was 
ripped right off its hinges. 
URBAN MYTH 2 
Not long ago, a friend of a friend was terrorised 
by the meanest, baddest bikie gang around. The 
friend made a break for their car and took off in a 
spray of gravel with the bikies in hot pursuit. One 
bikie was beating the car with a chain as the car 
sped off. 
Later the victim stops to check for damage and . 
finds the chain wrapped around the roof racks 
still with the bikies disembodied hand attached. ' . :-:· ;.;.;:: This myth was incorporated into !htHJ�st'Mad 
Max film. 
,- .· 
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. URBAN MVTH 3. 
Each Summer ·children .in._the deep W&1Sf Of 
Sydney hunt for the Black Cicada; the legeddary 
Black Prince. This Sap;eating insect is said to be · 
..worth a lot of mo.ney to the local chemist • .. 
The Black Prince
.
is taken to. the pharma�y. The 
· chemist looks a� the _insect and goes behind � 
screen. Here the chemist pulls the wings from the 
cicada and hands the child either$20 or $50 and 
· sometimes the wingless cicada. · 
Although no-�ne is quite sure,,tbe wings are 
presumed to be ground into a mecUcine which is 
a cure for cancer. 
On the inside of certain brands of 
wrappers, part of the alphabet is printed� ltyou 
ever find a wrapper with all 261etters, you will be 
able to claim an entire box of chewing gum. 
URBAN MYTH 5 
If you place a strip of •�•th•):r from the rear bum-
per bar of your car, 
··· to touch the 
road, it will from be· 
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I suppose you've never really stopped 
to think about what actually is going on 
there in Ethiopia. 
We could sit here and roll off stan­
dard, "Drought Stricken Land, Ineffi­
cient Planning and Corporate Ex­. ploitation of the Third World" type 
answers. But we believe there's more to 
it than that; a deeper more meaningful 
solution: these people are suffering from 
the psychological phenomena known to 
us all as Anorexia Nervosa, "The Slim­
mers' Disease". 
While the west views this phenomena 
as a psychological disorder, the Ethio­
pians have incorporated it into their 
lifestyles as perfectly valid and mean­
ingful. In Ethiopia there are no concerns 
aired over the fa.ct that these people are · 
starving .to death. 
What was the impetus for this whole 
situation? 
In the past decade the Ethiopians were 
fortunate/unfortunate enough to be in­
troduced to the American music com­
bination, The Carpenters. The country 
was particularly impressed with the 
vocalist, Karen. In a little publicised 
tour The Carpenters played in Ethiopia 
while Karen was at the peak of her 
Anorexic stage. She would appear o� 
stage in diaphanous, willowy gowns. 
Later· she'd reappear clasping a bag of 
Enavite Rolls and dancing in an ecstatic 
frenzy, casting aloft the revered bag of 
Enavite Rolls. There would be an ensu­
ing melee as audience members vied 
with each other to grab the precious gems. 
Of course the rolls were never eaten and 
the treasured items sit in devoted fans' 
homes today accumulating status and 
wealth. 
Karen has attained cult status in this 
country and has come to epitomise the 
cultural aspirations of the majority of 
Ethiopians. Particularly in remote areas, 
Karen's status has become. idol-like. 
Many may not even have seen or heard 
her but stories of her transcendence to 
the sublime stat tis have filtered through 
to the people. Huge ·numbers of devotees 
have already followed suit and have 
attained their nirvana with her. It is 
forecast that ·many more will do the 
same . 
The central' marxist government is 
attempting to curb the influence of the 
cult. In numerous· regions giant bill' 
boards loom over the landscape visually 
broadcasting what Karen detested most­
fat. Thomas Morely, Luciano Pavorotti. · 
. Shelley Winters, Mrs Chicken and Russ 
Hinze urge Ethiopians to gorge them.­
selves . 
·.so the: plea
. 
goes out from the starvi!}g 
black • children of Ethiopia. "Send 
appetite �upj>ressants". · · 
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L-0-V-E-L-Y afternoon. That sun sure 
is warm. I might just lie down on the 
walkway for a while. Turn on the tape­
Ahhh that's better. 
"Oh my God, listen to that! That's some 
sort of Pagan music. The people of 
Queensland won't stand for it. I- I know 
because they gave me a cake last year, 
, isn't that right? " 
"ER er YES, that's right, It's just not 
on. we have the best Prison system in 
the universe. And I'm sure that in the 
act somewhere it states" ... that for 
security reasons: No J;>agan music 
shall be played because it's just not 
christian." So turn it off or I'll make . 
sure you get charged and dealt with.". 
"And - and that's by the courts! You 
can't go against an order of the courts, 
it's as simple as that." 
Well, what could I say? I just turned it 
down and decid�d to ask these two a few 
pertinant questions about what· was 
going on. "Have I got human ri.ghts?" 
"RIGHTS - RIGHTS, you have no 
rights. Everyone knows that. You have 
been sentenced by the cpurts and that 
makes you a raping bank, robber. You 
can't tell me, cause I know. Yes I know. 
The people of Queensland wouldn't 
have me here if I didn't.·: 
"I don't know who you think you are. 
You're housed by the Queensland 
government and treated pretty fairly. 
You're housed in a regulation cell; 
clothed· and fed in accordance with 
regulations. And ifl had my way I'd 
send you to Thurdsay Island." 
"What about rehabilitation.?" 
"Re - re - rehabilitation, what? I know 
all about reds with your socialistic words 
from down south. '' 
"That's right. We've never had any 
problems with rehabilitation, so it 
must be working. Our prisoners are 
happy in their environment- so much 
so that. they are always coming back." 
"That - that's right. They know their 
place. You know that he who chases 
after two rabbits and loses the other will · 
surely catch one." · 
"Are you trying to do anything about 
recidivism?" 
"There you go again. You - you know, 
you've been around. We've had 6,000,-
000% growth rate for the last two mon­
ths, and I wouldn't be saying that if it 
wasn't true, the people of Queensland 
know, they wouldn't have me if they 
didn't." 
"We have the most modern methods 
to deal with those things and I'm sure 
that our new prison on Mt Olympus is 
a step forward in combatting that 
problem." 
PRISON BLUES 
VOICES FROM BEHIND BARS 
"What about the Prisons Act? Don't 
you think it's a bit outdated." 
"You can't say that. No no no, we are a 
progressive state and have been for the 
past er; er, I've beeri around for a long 
time, that's right, and I can assure you 
that we're right up there at the top." 
"Yes we're introducing a new Prisons 
Act soon and it provides for tighter 
security to keep the public safe. Sir 
David was very helpful in that area, 
he foUild out exactly what we wanted 
him to find out." 
"Yes- yes we're on top of that. You know 
that. I shouldn't have to tell you. He 
who stands in the middle of a tunnel 
will surely see the light at the other end 
on a Spr.ing morning." 
"What about parole? Is that going to 
improve?" 
"You know better than to ask questions 
like that. I have competent ministers 
who can deal with those types of sit­
uations. Jeff?" 
"We have the best system in the galaxy 
·and I think our figures on parole are a 
testament to the fact that our parole 
service works like a well oiled machine." 
" .... Hmmmm, my seat feels like the well 
oiled machine ... " 
"What - what's that you said?" 
"Nothing, I was just thinking aloud." 
"Think - think, you're not allowed to 
think. Isn't that right Jeff? No no no, 
you -you people have been sentenced by 
the courts, and you know, the judge 
DID say hard la.bour. " 
"Yes that's right. And we have com­
petent staff who are duty bound to 
fulfill that order of the court." 
"ORDER? All I want to do is my time. 
and to do it as quietly and as easily as I 
can. Yet I am forever being harrassed. 
Don't you think it's about time that 
prison management came under the 
microscope for the purpose of reform?" 
"Management? We, we're· managing 
quite well and have been for the past 
fif. twen... a long time. The people of 
Queensland wouldn't have me here if I 
couldn't manage." 
"There are provisions in the Act for 
the management of prisoners and our 
highly skilled staff maintain the dis­
cipline and order of our prisons to a 
very high degree." 
"I suppose the same could be said of 
your schools in Queensland? You did 
stop, or try to stop, all the kids from 
entering a competition to design a new 
flag, so what would you say ifl said that 
schools in Queensland are no better off 
than the prisons?" 
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"You can't say that! No no, I won't hear 
of it. You must be from down south, 
that's it. No no no, we don't do things 
like that here in Queensland. The peo­
ple of Queensland kriow that. We're all . 
good christians in Queensland and our 
rural industry carries the rest of the 
country on its shoulders. " 
"Then how come the prisons are always 
broke?" 
"Broke? We're not broke, no. We may 
have to tighten our belts for ci while but 
that's only because soci'alists down south 
are ruining the country. " 
"That's true, and �y staff are trying 
to cope to the very best of their ability 
and under the circumstances are do­
ing quite well." 
"But even their conditions of work are 
barely tolerable." 
"No- no- no, rubbish: If that's the case ­
why haven't they t:;omplained? No, no, 
even if they did, they know what I did to 
the power workers, yes, and they know 
that ... He who bites the hand that feeds 
him will be forever banished with a tub 
of marge strapped to his seats. " 
"Speaking of banishment...It appears 
that, in Queensland, prisoners are thought 
of as that element of society which is 
best forgotten about and, when the �edia 
does print anything relating to the 
plight of these people, it is always played 
down or, somehow misintep�eted." 
"What! You can't say that. No rio, the 
press in Queensland are a very honest. 
bunch of people. They are always very 
co-operative when talking to me or my 
ministers. " 
"That's true, I mean ... they didn't 
dwell too much on my 'they can starve' 
statement in 1983." 
"No they didn't. And neither did the 
prisoners. But getting back to more 
important things, WHEN are we going 
to see some positive changes that will 
help prisoners in Queensland?" 
"Er - er - no comment. " 
"What about a better parole system and 
a pay rise for inmates? Things like day 
and weekend leave for inmates serving 
long sentences?" 
"No comment. " 
"HEY! What are you doing there? 
Who are you talking to? Get up off the 
pathway or I'll charge you. Put a shirt 
on. /No sleeping allowed. any more · 
unnecessary talk and you WILL be 
charged." 
"Huh! What th .. Yes Sir, No Sir, three 
bags full Sir ... (Some dream) ... That's 
what you get for talking to a brick 
wall." 
Anna Kissed 
/ 
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:TEE-SIIS! HOW 
DID THE HEAT GET 
GIVE YOURSELF 
UP, GREELY! 
AND AS HE RUNS HIS TORMENTED MIND REMEMBERS 
VIVID /MAG£5 OF HIS CHILDHOOD AT THE ORPHANAGE ... 
MEANWHILE, GREELY RUSHES 
THROUGH THE HOUSE, LIKE 
WATER DOWN A DRAIN ... 
30 
WHY DO 
YOU KEEP 
HOUNDING 
ME ?t 
BUT KILLER GREELY HAS AlREADY BEGUN RUNNING 
THROUGH THE HOUSE SEARCHING FOR ESCAPE. .. 
LOOK .•. I'M TERRIBLY 
SORRY GREELY . •. BUT 
I'M AFRAID WE'RE 
GOING TO HAVE TO 
ONE LAST ROOM­
ONE LA T HOPE! 
©David Tyrer 1985 
WITH A DIAL 
LIKE MINE 
H.OW COULD I 
HAVE EVER BEEN 
ANYONE ELSE BUI • • 
31 
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Being corrupt is not just a 
necessary pre-requisite for 
government or police work in 
Australia; it's darn hard work! 
A lot of people think they can 
be crooked and be lazy, but, 
boy, are they wrong. One has 
to work at being criminal 
when in high office. There is a· 
lot of extra hours spent 
chas[ng kickbacks, and there 
are always those Federal 
police phone taps to keep 
you on your.toes. 
White collar criminals agree 
one must keep in shape to keep 
crooked. When you're fat it's 
impossible to bend over back­
wards for your little mates. 
It is a little-known fact that Frank 
Nugan, of the drug-running, arms­
dealing Nugan Hand Bank, did 
daily chin-ups for strength when 
wrestling those crooked deals. 
Peter Fox, the sadly deceased tax 
avoider, went on regular dives tG 
the bottom of the harbour. Robert 
Trim bole spent 1 0 minutes a day 
with a jump rope, which certainly 
helped when he skipped the 
country. Mr Asia syndicate head 
Terrence Clark toned up. with 
weights to be in tip-top shape for 
beating to death potential prob-' 
lems like "Pammy" Lewis. 
Fo'r this reason, the Cane Toad. 
Times . offers you an . exclusive 
exercise program to tone up for 
your career as a white. collar 
criminal. · · 
Keep in mind these things as 
you rise to the top. You're likely to 
be pretty unfit now, as a junior 
public service fat cat or a wine­
drinking local councillor. .Just as 
your first bribe was only a small 
amount, so must your "corrupto­
cise" program start small. Then, as 
the really big money comes when 
you're Premier, Commis­
sioner or Chief Justice, you will 
need more exercise. 
Secondly, it is important not to 
cheat when doing the exer'cises. 
But since, if you are not prone to 
cheating, you wouldn't need to do 
the exercises, when you cheat 
make sure you don't get caught. If 
you do get caught, deny it. 
Program One: 
Starting Out 
Exercise 1: Place both hands 
together, putting as much 
pressure on each palm as poss­
ible. Prerequisite for all advanced 
programs when putting the 
pressure on juniors, brothel 
owners and cops for payouts, 
favours, customs clearances; etc. 
Exercise 2: Place thumb of right 
hand on second and first fore­
finger. Rub vigorously. This is the 
universal symbol to indicate the 
handover of money. This silent 
motion is not picked-up by even 
the most sensitive microphone 
plant. 
Exercise 3: Standing with feet wide 
apart, bend back until it hurts. 
Bending. over backwards for 
those with the-cash/p·romotions/ 
go()ds cin you is a basic motion for 
public · service criminals. You 
· better get used to it 
Exercise 4: With mouth open and 
. tongue protuding, bend to waist 
.. height · and making . licking 
motions� Again, this is essential. 
public service technique. How do 
you think everyone else got the: 
promotion to where the · real 
money is? 
-
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Winners of the Ministry of Corruption swimming competition ca 
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Program Two: 
Getting Established 
Exercise 1: Place fist behind lower 
back. Raise as far as possible until 
painful. If you don't know what it's 
like to have your arms twisted, how 
can you make it hurt on someone 
else? · 
Exercise 2: With both feet .firmly 
planted, jerk right leg ·back in . 
kicking motion. These are called • 
"kickbacks" � get�it? 
Exercise 3: Grip bed blanket with 
. one hand on each of two corners. 
Toss vigorously over lounge chair · 
and quickly repeat. .Used ·for 
· cover-ups. 
· 
· 
Exercise 4: Verbals ---,. repeat the 
following phrases {say loudly 
under parliamentary privilege for 
b�st effect): "Demonstratably 
false", "litany of lies", "vicious 
smear campaign", "baseless 
mud-slinging", "no comment", 
and "Teddy Lyons did it". 
Program Three: 
The Big League 
.Exercise 1: Concrete boot lifts. 
Raise one leg, then other, past 
knee ·.height . for lower-limb 
strength. Also useful when groin 
kicking: . 
Exeri:l•e 2: Money laundering 
jerks. With fist clenched, proceed 
·:with vigorous up-down rubbing 
motions as .if using a washboard. 
THIRTEEN WAYS TO A HEALTHIER, NASTIER YOU 
· Used for laundering funds with SP 
bookmakers, legalised casinos 
and Australia Bonds Government 
investments. 
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Exercise 3: Knuckle rapping flicks. 
With light ruler in hand, flick softly 
downward and repeat. Specif­
ically
.
for Premier/Prime Minister 
use when ministerial or factional 
·allies are caught committing 
gross indiscretions; for Chief 
Stipendiary Magistrates when 
. . • mates of· the politician who 
bumped you up the career ladder 
appear on drug charges; and for 
·Police · Commissioners when 
subordinates are caught out by 
internal investigation. 
Exercise 4: Buck-passing. Use 
15cm x Scm card and toss quickly 
from one hand to another, con­
cealing ·movement. Essential for 
efficient bribe taking/offering and 
dodging of· responsibility for 
dodgy decisions. 
Exercise 5: ·Last resort points. 
Hold end of rong stick, e.g broom, 
next to temple with both hands. 
Hold aim while jerking back as in 
rifle recoik Handy.when cover-up 
or buck-passing fails, or when toe­
cutting is the only alternative you 
are facing. With practice, you can 
hold the rifle a long way from your 
head. This will baffle the coroner 
and lay the blame where it 
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11st-apocalyptic 
CUISINE 
Suburbia is a rich environment for wild 
foods. the older suburbs, especially, have 
soils rich in nitrogen and phosphorus, 
the consequence of decades of ace· · 
umulated pet droppings, and run-off of 
detergents and fertilisers. Edible plants 
flourish in this environment. Birds, poss­
ums and toads are more common in the 
city than in the bush. Acre for acre, it is 
easier to subsist in fertile suburbia than in 
pristine eucalypt forest, except there will 
probably be more people around. 
In the first weeks and months1following 
a holocaust, radioactive dust will still be 
falling, and it won't be safe to forage upon 
· the exposed parts of plants and animals. 
Not to worry. There are ample stores of 
starch secured deep within the trunks of 
palm trees and ornamental tree ferns. 
The part to eat is the inner trunk. You will · 
need a hefty axe or chain saw to extract 
this. All kinds of palms and tree ferns can 
be used. 
Tree fern starch contains about 60 
kilocalories per 1 00 grams, about twice 
that of turnips or pumpkins. Palm starch 
is much richer, scoring about 77 kilo-
. calories, about equal to potatoes as an 
energy source. The starch can be eaten 
raw if necessary; it tastes pleasantly . 
starchy (usually). 
As the palm population in your suburb 
diminishes, you may need to turn to less 
nutritious ( and less safe) substitutes, like 
the inner trunks of banana trees and the 
. inner pith of pond papyrus stalks. 
By the time you've exhausted the sup­
ply of local tree trunks, it should be almost 
safe to begin foraging upon the roots of 
garden plants. These will undoubtedly 
have absorbed some radioactivity through 
the plant's leaves during the first weeks 
after the holocaust, but by now some of 
this will have dissipated. 
Garden.- cannas are the best source of. 
garden starach, but the bulbs of tulips • 
and daffodills are also okay. These should 
be boiled or baked before use. If you find 
a choko vine, don't touch its fruits, but dig 
·up the large underground tubers that are 
good to eat. 
If you have access to mango trees, 
search about for the old fallen seeds; the 
starch within these has been eaten in 
Asia. It should be safe from some 
radioactivity, being. encased in a thick 
shell and the remains of the fruit. 
If you are still functioning a few months 
after it all, congratulations, you may begin 
foraging upon leaves, and here the 
choices are many. Boil up handfuls of the 
tender young leaves of mulberry trees, 
bauhinias, hibiscuses, poinsettias (watch 
the caustic sap), nasturtiums, celoisias, 
amaranths, fire ferns, and ferns. 
Try the flowers of hibiscuses; azaleas, 
roses and camelias. there aren't many 
calories to be got from leaves· and petals, 
but by this time you will be suffering severe 
vitamin deficiencies, and the leaves will 
help. if you come across abandoned gar­
den beds, remember that you can eat the 
cooked leaves of sweet potatoes, zuc­
chinis, squashes, pumpkins (these taste 
very slimy), radishes and turnips, but not 
the leaves of tomatoes or potatoes which 
are poisonous. The leaves of most gar­
den weeds can be eaten, but they need to 
be boiled first. As with all kinds of leaves 
the younger ones are the more tender 
. and tasty. 
Green unripe pawpaws can be boiled 
as vegetables, and green tomatoes can 
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supposedly be uSEid the same way, thOugh 
they can cause severe diarrhea. 
The seeds of chokoes are edible, and 
also the leaves of prickly pear cactuses, 
and the leaf bases and young flowering 
stalks of agaves. These plant foods won't 
supply sufficient protein, and the wise 
forager will also prey on the local animal 
life - dogs, eats, rats, cockroaches, 
earthworms and the like. Most insects 
are good to eat - the very fatty moths 
especially. Mosquitoes and march flies 
taste sweet. Avoid the large grasshop­
pers which irritate the throat, especially 
when eaten raw. These should be stewed 
in soya sauce and sugar for best results. 
Cane toads have poisonous skin but the 
meat on the legs is good to eat. The 
insects contained in their guts are alsb 
edible, if one is not fastidious. Ants are 
verx acidic and will upset the digestion, 
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but can be used in small amounts as a 
flavouring, much like lemon juice. If you 
find wasp nests smoke them out at night 
and collect the tiny white grubs - these 
have a delicious nutty flavour when roasted. 
Bearded ·dragons, bluetongues and 
other lizards are all good to eat, though 
. being higher up the food chain, they con­
tain more radioactivity. Lastly, if your 
companions fall by the way, remember . 
that their bodies represent a large and 
very concentrated package of nutrients. 
Though too large to eat in one sitting, the 
meat can be smoke dried over a fire for 
future use. Good eating. 
Tim Low is author of Wild Herbs of Aus­
tralia & New Zealand, a field guide to 
edible weeds, available at all leading post­
holocaust bookshops. 
DIRE DEVELOPMENTS IN THE DEEP NORTH 
Khan was born on Thursday Island and 
went to Mossman when he was one, but he 
has spent most of his 19 years at Port 
J?ouglas with his mother. He drives a green 
panel van with an Australian Independence 
sticker, his dog in the back and a joint in 
amongst the cigarettes. He calls himself 
Khan because he has some Indian blood and 
likes the tigerish overtones of the name. He 
is unemployed and spends his days 
"drinking and smoking". He and his mother 
are getting out of Port Douglas and going to 
Trinity beach, 15 kilometres north of Cairns, 
because they know less and less people in 
town.· 
"You don't know anyone in town now," he said, 
adopting the northern habit of speaking in the 
second person. "I used to know pretty well 
everyone in the pub. Been going there since I was 
15. Play darts. But they've closed down the old 
beer garden." 
The fate of the old beer garden, now an alfresco 
smorgasbord restaurant, represents a lot of the 
changes that have been happening in Port 
Douglas over the past few years. On the July day 
I was there it had an opulent clientele who 
sported pink shorts and even pinker skin. 
. Bariamundi was recommended that day. 
For Port Douglas, 65 kilometres north of Cairns 
up one of the best drives in Australia, is slowly 
dying. It's not dead yet- that will come in a few 
years. But the locals are being forced out in the 
face of the southern invasion, mostly from 
Melbourne. 
Frank, who gave me a lift in his Range Rover, 
represents the new settlers. He lives just out of 
Melbourne and runs a "photography sort of 
business" in South Melbourne. He bought a · 
house at Port Douglas last year and spent last 
winter there, but this year he was only spending 
July and August in the north. "They're working 
down there now to give me some time up here,"· 
he said. He likes North Queensland because it's 
not like the Gold Coast, his previous winter ! 
abode. 
Frank was eager to talk. We went to the bottom 
pub where, over an NQ stubby (the only people 
who drink it are tourists), he profferred opinions 
on subjects as diverse as Jeff Kennett (not good 
for. business), the Rainbow Warrior (something · 
smells there), and the weather (magnificent). 
He loved going to Mossman Gorge and the 
Atherton Tablelands, and loved the solitude of 
the beaches. 
Khan, meantime, was sitting around at his 
mother's house in Port Douglas's one back street. 
He was going fishing that afternoon, which was 
OK. Other than the fishing, he talked about the 
escalating cost of dope and the wisdom of 
growing one's own, and about the weather (good ). 
Not surprisingly, he didn't know Frank, although 
they would have lived within half a dozen blocks 
of each other. But it is unlikely that they would 
have met - Frank didn't like to mix with the 
locals, and certainly never went to either of the 
pubs; except, of course, that one with the nice 
fish and salad. 
The most obvious sign of the new settlers at Port 
Douglas is the group of shops on the right 
immediately as you enter the town. It's a very 
tasteful group, in brown timber. It contains 
Robert's Patisserie, the Christy Palmerston 
Gallery, the House of Sun bird (a boutique), and a 
consulting architect and surveyor. Other shops 
that have come to Port Douglas in the past few 
years are the ubiquitous video shop, the equally 
ubiquitous Aussie Gifts and Gear (although this 
trend appears to have peaked a few years ago and 
it will take another Americas Cup to get it 
moving again), and a hair salon. 
Other than the pubs, there are still some signs of 
the old lifestyle. The old Shire Hall is still there, 
promising Bingo each Thursday and the movies 
on Saturday afternoon. There was also a poster 
advertising the coming appearance at the bottom 
pub of Maurie Lawson, country and western 
singer, whose act included rope tricks in between 
the yodelling. 
There's no shortage of good eating places, but 
the old Mocca's Pies remains. As any pie 
connoisseur can tell you, these pies are the best 
in Australia, having real steak and kidney in their 
steak-and-kidney pies, and lively, tasty pastry. 
They still operate out of a beat-up faded 
weatherboard shop in the main street, although 
the twenty people queuing outside were never 
seen a few years ago. 
But the new settlers who swamped the locals 
when they came to Port Douglas for the isolation 
are likely 'to find themselves swamped. The 
· problem, "not an unfamiliar one", is the 
·Queensland Government. On September 16, 
1985, the Minister for Tourism, Peter McKechnie, 
announced that building for the Four Mile beach 
resort at Port Douglas would commence 
forthwith. · -
The $85-million development, due to be 
completed in three years, is to consist of a 400-
room luxury hotel, 300 condominiums, and 18-
hole golf course, other sporting facilities, and 
shop. The development is, McKechnie has 
assured the public, "environmentally sound". 
The resort is to be operated by the Sheraton 
Group, and is being developed by a partnership 
of Qintex (owners of Channel 0) and the 
Queensland Tourist and Travel Corporation 
(QTTC). Since last year the QTTC has had the 
authority to participate in the development and 
operation of primarily unused Crown land for 
. tourist projects. Other resort projects involving 
the QTTC are planned for The Beak at Shute 
Harbour and Florence Bay on Magnetic Island, 
while they are considering expressions of interest 
for a development at the mouth of the Pioneer 
River at Mackay. 
Who are the possible patrons of this new . 
development? Due to start in November are the 
'honeymoon' flights from Tokyo, as the Japanese 
tourist planners have discovered that Cairns is 
closer than Hawaii. And, while some of them will 
stay in Cairns (described as "a burgeoning 
international destination"), the Port Douglas 
resort should take care of quite a few. All the 
hype surrounding Iwasaki's Yeppoon 
development has disappeared - apparently 
Iwasaki wants an international airport at 
Rockhampton, but the government feels that two 
international airports in the north are enough for 
the moment. 
But in amongst the welter of tourist dev�l�pment 
-and new government projects and Japanese 
tourists, what happens to the people who lived 
pre-development? In the case of Khan, it's off to 
where land is somewhat cheaper and he and his 
mum won't know anyone and he is likely to stay 
for a long time as anoth'er one of J oh's jobless. 
Andrew Fraser 
MEALY MOUTHED 
ART 
Is there such a thing as a lree 
performance lunch? A toad 
investigates a bagel ... 
Performance eating has always seemed 
a bit of a con to those of us wedded to the 
idea of visual arts as painting and sculp­
ture, and eating as a necessary, if some­
what enjoyable, bodily function. 
Yet performance eatists see themselves 
as freedom fighters against the static 
object, as liberators of the culinary art. 
The very process of eating, our ideas 
about why we do it, where we do it, when 
we do it, how we do it, even who we do it 
with are quite as crucial as what we do 
after we have eaten. 
At the Hedley Bayleaf Gallery, Pad­
dington, Lindsay Bagel, one of Aus­
tralia's foremost performance eatists, 
offers souvenirs of past performances: 
an embroidered napkin from the Dalkeith 
Inn, Edinburgh; a delicate butter knife 
from the Boston Hilton; a matching dessert 
spoon and fork from Sydney's Russell 
Hotel; a grossly over-sized oyster shell 
from Brisbane's own Breakfast Creek · 
Hotel. 
It is readily apparent that Lindsay Bagel, 
performance eatist, has eaten, nay per­
formed, all over the world. 
Bagel's radical theories on art and eating 
first came to light in Paris after he com­
pleted a course in post-structuralism at 
the Sorbo'lne. 
Buoyed by his success in the exams, he 
ambled into the famous Le Crocodile 
restaurant and demanded two hearty · 
serves of raw meat, his way of express­
ing how people lived before chocolates 
and buildings, before civilisation as we 
know it. 
Discarding the cutlery mindlessly sup­
plied with his meal, Bagel devoured the 
meat using only his bare hands as 
implements, then walked out without 
paying. 
But why does he do it? His statement to , 
the French police stands the test of time: . 
"I like to raise awkward questions", he 
said. "People tend to accept food and its 
place in life without question. I like to des­
tabilise that equilibrium." 
Another strand in Lindsay Bagel's per­
formance eating is his sense of the tran­
sience of food. He is captivated by the 
relentless manner in which ice cream 
melts in the sun, for him a symbol of the 
eternal, terminal struggle petween life 
and death. 
It is tempting to dismiss him as an 
exhibitionist hungry for fame, a glutton in 
search of a free meal. 
Once, dressed in a business suit, ·he 
chained himself to a fairy floss machine 
in Luna Park. People gathered to watch 
him slowly consume almost two kilos of 
the sticky pink substance. 
"Some people scoff," he admits."But 
others are fascinated. There's an ele-
. ment of seduction in what I do." 
36. 
Mocking and ridicule don't affect him. 
"I've been at it for 20 years," he says. He 
persists, not because he is hungry, but · 
because he feels compelled to do so. 
Lindsay Bagel is no nut case. He lives in 
Woolloongabba with his wife and three 
children, teaching fine arts at Seven Hills 
College. "I don't have to prove myself any 
more," he says dreamily. He is 48. 
IAN GRAY. 
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HINE SNUBS 
0 bviously there is only one way 
to approach an article such as this 
- slightly sozzled. Not so sozzled 
that your fingers get stuck between 
the typewriter keys, but sozzled 
enough so that the words flow 
freely, in between sips of, say .... a 
bold young red. 
The following item should prove 
useful to you if you've ever been 
embarrassed at a restaurant by 
someone awful who professes to 
know heaps about wine and insists 
on imperialising the wine list. Here 
are some useful tips and quick 
retorts that'll leave those pretentiou� 
wine buffs confused..... · 
Let's start with moselle, the wine that 
taught Australians how to drink. Good 
ol' 'Ben Ean'. Don't mention moselle to 
a Wine Snob, ever. Use terms like 
'Spadese' or 'Traminer Riesling' or 
'Frontignan' and, if you like a sweeter 
wine, drink it and be damned. 
Now, if you don't like the sweeties and 
it's a dry white you're aiming for, you'll 
be needing some specific details to 
dumbfound your Wine Snob opponent. 
(Believe me, a Wine Snob treats anyone 
at the same table as an opponent in 
need of on�upping.) 
If theWS suggests a chardonnay (as they 
are bound to), tum your nose up in 
disgust, saying things like, "Ohhh no! 
How passe". Suggest instead that you 
take over the ordering of the wine and 
choose a sauvignon blanc or a fume 
blanc. It is not yet common knowledge 
amongst the WS fraternity that 
sauvignon blanc is all the rage in 
London at the moment. 
If you still haven't impressed the WS 
(indeed, if you can be bothered 
impressing a WS), slip 'Margaret River' 
into the conversation. Margaret River is 
the shit-hottest wine-producing area in 
the country at the moment. The 
particular names to remember are 
Cullens, Vasse Felix, Cape Mentelle, 
Capel Vale and Leeuwin Estate. Look 
for ap.ything on the wine list that comes 
from Western Australia and you're sure 
to pick a reasonable wine at absolute 
worst. 
Coonawarra is another area that's a 
pretty safe bet. Shit hot, so to speak. (I 
feel that I must mention that 'shtt hot' is 
a term I have found most useful in 
describing wines to Wine Snobs. It 
keeps them disoriented.) If you're 
talking Coonawarra, though, stick to the 
biggies for best results. Rouge Homme, 
Wynns or Mildura are the best bets. 
A Wine Snob is hardest to beat if you let 
them get into reds first. Grab the wine 
list from the suspected Wine Snob at the 
merest mention of red wine. Once you 
have wresded the list from the WS you 
must order quickly. You must select a 
drop which hopefully the WS knows 
nothing about. You can quickly shut 
·most Wine Snobs up by hiding the label 
of the botde you have selected and 
asking them for identification. If theWS 
gets it wrong, laugh your cruelest laugh. 
If theWS gets it right, you're·either 
dining with a WS who actually knows 
something about wine (this is very rare) 
or a WS who's very lucky. To actually 
determine between these two is quite . 
easy. As soon as they have correcdy 
identified the wine, and before they 
have time to gloat, ask them its vintage. 
If they get the vintage right, hand over 
the botde and leave ... quickly. There is 
nothing worse than dining with Wine 
Snobs who actually know what they're 
talking about. 
Getting back to the choosing of the reds 
... guess. If the restaurant is licensed, 
they're bound to have a reasonable 
selection on the wine list and, if you go 
for something slighdy obscure and 
medium-priced, you can't go wrong. 
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If you're standing in a botde shop trying 
to decide what to get, never ask the store 
attendant. A large proportion of botde 
shop attendants wouldn't have a clue, 
and those that do will try and sell you 
something they're getting a kickback on. 
If you're going to an event where you 
want to impress, take something exotic 
like Cape Metelle Zinfandel, Brown 
Bros. Tarango, or Mt Adam Pinot Noir. 
Of course, the alternative is .to buv 
something French, but that's not terribly 
correct line and stops you being able to 
use the 'nuclear tests' strategy on any 
WS stupid enough to bring a French 
wine. (Actually, it's very easy to discredit 
a WS who presents a French wine at a 
function. Simply look at the shipper's 
name and claim out loud that you 
recently read a magazine that ;aid the 
shipper was found to be bottling wine 
likely to be appelation controlee de Algeria. 
With French wine, the shipper is more 
important than the type of wine itself.) 
Good luck in your battle with Wine 
Snobbery. 
SIMON STOCKS 
CONSUMPTIVE 
What Famous People Might Have Said 
About Food (or eating) 
Food! Olorlousloodl Love It or hate It, you Just can't live 
without lt. It's the cream of the crop, the apple of 
everybody's eye, and on the tip of everybody's tongue. 
Without It we would really be In a stew! 
But lilt Is so Important, why doesn't anyone remember 
what famous and not so famous people have had to say 
about It? Do you know what Shakespeare thought of the 
Big Mac? Or what Adolf Hitler made of yoghurt? Or what 
Queen VIctoria had to say about Chlko Rolls? Well, 
neither do I. 
Because of this appalling lack of dncumented evidence 
concerning what lamo�s. no• so lan�ouc, a.,.d, maybe, 
slightly Imaginary people have said abct>t f'- ... d, It was 
necessary lor the Cane Toad Times to �aks ihe ,_..,.ords out 
of their mouths. 
Some quotes y�u might think a little tastelecs. Some a 
little fresh. Still others a bit saucy. Some might be a 
trifle hard to swallow. And some might be more than a 
mouthful. But we hope you are left hungry lor more. 
Eat?! I'd rather die! 
Karen Carpenter 
Anyone for a lime cordial/lemonade? 
Rev. jim }ones 
Christ! It's rllnlng apples. 
Sir Isaac Newton 
Karen Ann Quinlan 
He was 1 bastard to spoon fttdl 
Uri Geller's mum 
Eaters of the world unite. You llavt 
nothing to lose but your hamburger 
chains. 
K. Marx 
Food Is llkt politics. Tilt ftiOrt you can 
stoftlach, the bigger you get. 
Russ Hinze 
l llkt eating Chinese, but the scrawny 
. bastards never fill yau up. 
Sylvester Moron 
Here, blstt tills! 
Lucretia Borgia 
III I tlll tiWIS II� flsllts llllnl 
A whole bunch of Christians 
IIIII tilt Cllrfstl .. s 111111 
A whole bunch of lions 
Erllll Tills •lllc Is tffl 
Louise Pasteur 
FIN Is a crutcll fer tilt orally fluted. 
S. Freud 
Lit tlltftl eat snake! 
Pat Killoran (Senior public servant 
responsible for Aboriginal welfare) 
foH Is n111bty. Kttp It at llolftt 
where It lltlongs. . 
Rev. Fred Nile 
If God has ftleant us to eat, ht 
would have given us tttth. 
A nun 
But I don't like stake! 
Joan of Arc 
PRIMORDIAL UPHEAVAL 
Ross Mcllod 
Gargling vomit Is harder than It 
looks. 
· 
}imi Hendrix (deceased) 
Bon Scott (deceased) 
janis joplin (deceased) 
It Isn't what you e11t, It's who you 
eat It with. 
David Coombe 
You have to work bard to make 1 
squid. 
Jacques Cousteau 
Rubens where are you? 
Mrs Chicken 
So tllat's what humble pie tastes like. 
Andrew ("Is my h"air on 
straight?") Peacock 
It would be great If It didn't give you 
such a bad case of llalltosls. 
Pal Eaters Weekly 
Wllat's a llnle sallnonella poisoning 
between friends? 
The loyal cockroaches at 
. the Sui Min factory 
I only use food when I can't Itt dru1s. 
Hunter S. Thompson 
Ftod: Ufestyle enllanctftltnt of tilt 
llun.ry. 
Johnny La Rue 
Rtsll ls lltstf 
Cannibal's Cookbook 
If Ill SWIIItwt� tilt Ill SH�, bt'd 
swallaw aaytll ngl 
Shrivath Oskar 
l'ftl dylnl for 1 llaftl sandwich. 
Mama Cass 
I really never eat. I Just wear 
fat clotlles. 
Phillip Adams 
IAN COOK 
Food ·was givert a reas­
onable prominence in my 
fa�ily, and we usually. 
went to restaurants to 
·cele.b.r�te special occasions. 
·We liv.ed in the country 
then, so eating out in 
Brisbane was quite a treat. 
Lack of scope in the rest-· 
. · aurants ·available was ·the 
only problem. This was to 
haunt · me for years to 
come .. 
The· old family favourite was the 
Cathay, which was one of the early 
Chinese ·restaurants in the Valley. 
They had those Japanese-style plastic 
display meals in the window, with· 
pride of place going to The Shandy. 
This "mixed plate" was a tribute to 
the inventiveness of the small .  
businessp�rson - safe and bland, . 
almost Australian; no difficult choices 
required. Needless to say, it was ea·ten 
with a knife and fork. . · 
A ·visit �o the Cathay was not . 
complete without the ubiquitous .but . 
well done banana fritters. 
The other dominant cuisine in · 
· Brisbane is Italian. 
Brisbane's "leading" restaurant - . 
the Milano- is Italian, but Brisbane's ' 
best Itali�n restaurant is undoubtedly · · 
.
· 
Lucky's. · 
Situated· on one of the busiest· 
·streets and in one of the sleaziest parts · . 
. of the city, Lucky's is an institution in:· · 
Brisbane. The seatinghasdoubled and ·. 
38 
same. . 
. 
There is one sorry tal� to tell about 
Lucky's, and. it relates to the propc. 
ensity .ex-Queenslanders have for · 
writing warmly nostalgic or savagely 
·damning .articles· abo�t their ex- : 
homeland. · When · Humphrey 
McQueen wrote in ·the· National' 
Times that Lucky's was the best' 
trattoria in Australia, I'm sure h� 
meant well. Trouble is, when you only · 
have one decent restaurant in a city of . 
one and a h!llf million, you don't want 
it shouted from the rooftops. As a 
result of McQueens's article, the . . 
prices went up (not too much, thank· . 
heaven), the decor "improved", and · 
the clientele tripled and wen� de-. 
cidedly trendy. The truly damaging 
effect of the increase in demand and 
takings (from people who wanted to 
eat early and get home to bed) was that 
Lucky's reduced their hours- firs no 
3 a.m., then to 1 a.m .. No more the · 
joys of leaving as the sun came -qp. 
There are a couple of other Italian 
restaurants which also . stick in the 
memory. One was the Cortina Bar, 
long since closed due to a family . 
dispute. It was affection��ely known· 
as the Rat Cafe. This was inspired by a 
healthy rodent, spied on a pelmet ten . 
years ago by a group of us who had · 
been helping build 4ZZZ-FM's · 
studios at St Lucia .. · 
The Cortina Bar ser\red an in­
describable house wine that arrived .. 
�n Sunday nights in huge plastic , · 
containers, brought in swiftly by a · 
swarthy gent in spiv hat and suit from a 
hot Falcon wagon which always had its 
·motor running. 
The other notable Italian . rest­
aurant in Brisbane is Giardinetto, 
which has been through a few changes· 
of ownership and a fire or two. I was 
there once to do a food review and, . 
after and hour and a halfwait for main 
meals (and persistant attempts by the . staff to give us canneloni we di!fn't 
order), ·we decided to leave with0ut 
paying for our very meagre arid by . 
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then very distant entrees. : Un­
fortunately, our group was too large 
.to conduct a strategic exit and we 
found . ourselves half a block away 
being menaced by a large ·kitchen .· 
hand holding and even larger carving .· 
·knife. Despite a formal request from 
one of the later owners (following a 
rather colourful review), I never did 
go back. 
· 
One brave new culinary experi­
ment . which hit Brisbane was 
"Nouvelle Queensland" (something 
· like its gJ:eat predecessor, Spanish­
Australian architecture, as epitomised 
in the Mater Prize homes). Readers · 
will be familiar with the· attempts by. 
restaurants to blend Australian in­
gredients and contemporary
. 
French.· cooking. In Brisbane, this was 
·adopted With a vengeance, with dishes 
created to include barramundi, 
.
< 
Buderim ginger, macadamia nuts, 
Moreton Bay bugs, etc. The problem 
was that most of these dishes sounded 
better o� the blackboard than they 
· i:asted on the plate. 
· . : · 
The one real exception was Misty's · 
on the· range at Montville, over-.. 
looking the Sunshine Coast, and often 
described (by me, if no one else) as the· 
best restaurant ·north of Berowra: 
Waters. It took a day trip from· 
Brisbane involving mountain roads,· 
· spectacular view:s and obligatory 
drinks at either the Palmwoods or 
Napleton pubs, to get there. 
Some years ago I was presented 
with a ·· most difficult culinary chal-
· 
lenge. I was promoting a Jose 
Feliciano tour which included shows 
in Mt Isa. After two shows in one night . 
and a 4 a.m. flight back to· Brisbane; . 
the band (minus] ose) demanded a real 
breakfast "- not from a motel or an 
airlin�.· I wasn't used to eating 
breakfast, let alone going out for it, so 
I. took a complete gamble on a place. 
my father had mentioned years earlier 
The California Cafe· is situated on 
the same noisy block as Lucky's, but 
the place looked fme - all lamin.ex 
and chrome and a friendly Greek . 
owner. When the super-cool tour 
manager (complete with reflector ski 
glasses) asked. for extra bacon, the 
. owner looked offended, then smiled 
· ana said· O.K .. I knew I'd hit the 
jackpot .. 
The owner worked on his own -
the archetypal short order cook- and 
had everything under control. When 
the food arrived it came on "John 
Wayne" plates,. those huge oval 
platters you .see in Westerns. Bacon 
and. eggs consisted of ten (count 'em 
- ·ten!) pieces of butcher-cut bacon, 
two .eggs, tomato, chips, toast and 
milk coffee, all prepared perfectly. 
The· tour manager was the only one 
not laughing. . 
Another find was the Ohio Cafe out 
in the suburbs at Clayfield; a family­
run hamburger joint with a son who· 
visited the USA (where they do cook 
superb burgers, despite the crap we · 
see in their fast-food chains). The acid 
test is the cheese. - not stuck under 
the griller but melted American-style 
directly on the hot plate. 
Despite some uneven tarting-up, 
the splendour of the Breakfast Creek 
Hotel is still there, as is their beer off-
· the-wood (the only Brisbane pub still 
being supplied wooden kegs by die 
Fourex brewery). It's also .. the 
watering hole of the ALP, which has 
its headquarters just across the creek. 
Move out into the garden an..! you· 
enter "meat city" . ....:. two large grills 
going non-stop cooking thick steaks 
served with a never-changing 'slaw 
and foil-baked potatoes. 
Despite Brisbane's ideal climate, 
· th� City Council in its wisdom has 
· traditionally resisted most things 
pleasurable and cosmopolitan, and 
until recently it was quite rare to be 
able to eat in the ·Open air. · 
It's still difficult to find good sea­
food in Brisbane, or good Greek or 
Lebanese food, let alone anything 
really exotic. Worst of all, it's virtually 
impossible to get a good cup of coffee. 
You know ..:.... one with coffee .in it! 
·.Perhaps th�y don't want people to 
stay up too late :.. · · 
People don't queue up outside 
restaurants in Brisbane. That's not 
just because there aren't many really 
cheap places (there aren't) but be­
cause people don't eat and run. 
There's not that much to run to. So 
they bring a few botdes and setde in 
for. the night. As a result, there aren't 
. many places with the high turnover 
needed for low prices. And so it goes, 
. and so it goes ..... 
But don't getme wrong. Things are 
certainly improving for Brisbane 
. diners- in variety, quality and range 
of prices- and BYO remains the rule 
rather and the exception. 
Still, if you are really interested in 
eating out, Brisbane is not your 
town. 
Knife •n• Fork MacArthur 
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Dear Sir/Madam, 
Thank you for a copy of your 
circular letter received at this office 
on 27th July and requesting 
suggestions to facilitate the low-cost 
transport of jobseekers. 
My plan might seem a little 
controversial, especially to those 
who have never been introduced to 
the joys of cycling. I would suggest 
that- · 
· 1 • your group pools its financial 
resources to purchase two used 
cycles- 1 gents and 1 ladies; 
2. these would be owned by your 
Community Group and loaned to 
those wishing to attend a job 
interview; 
3. successful applicants who 
gained a job should pay to the 
organisation $5.00 per week for four 
consecutive weeks as a donation of 
$20 towards the purchase of extra 
cycles; · 
4. the Salvation Army, Red Hill, may 
be a source of cheap cycles ... and 
your group may consider purchasing · 
old cycles and refurbishing them for 
resale as, with the advent of 
Bikeways throughout Brisbane, I 
believe a demand will grow for cheap· 
reliable cycles; 
15. Group members cycling to job 
interviews should make this known 
to prospective employers, who would 
probably give extra points for 
initiative. 
I hope these suggestions are of 
assistance to your group and wish 
you every success in your search for 
meaningful employment. 
Yours faithfully, 
B.J, Hallinan, 
Alderman for The Gap Ward 
Dear CfT, 
Oops. When John said "Get down!" I 
took him literally. 
Lady Di 
DearCfT, 
Nose blood. 
Dear crT, 
Orson Welles, 
Lying next to one of those 
glass paperweights with the 
falling snow scene inside. 
Every day I have to cry a little. 
Bob Hawke 
Dear CfT, 
Sorry about that unsightly birth­
mark/remote control implant scar on 
Mr Gorbachev's forehead, but he ab­
solutely refuses to wear a hair-
piece. 
The KGB 
DearCfT, 
Look, I know nothing at all about 
classical ballet. 
Bishop Tutu 
Dear CfT, 
Piss off! It's safer in here than it is out 
there!! Leave me alone. 
Nelson Mandela 
DearCfT, 
Alright! We've got 'em on the run 
now. 
Sacked SEQEB Workers 
Dear CfT, 
He was my man, but he done me 
wrong. Maintainent votre chagrine. 
Gough Whitlam, Paris 
Dear CfT, 
Them Indians ot:'ly got beads and 
blankets for Manhattan. We got a really 
big red rock for Australia. So there! 
DearCfT, 
The Aboriginal Peoples of 
Australia. 
Broom, broom, broom, broom, 
broom, screech, broom, zoom. Gosh 
that's fast! 
Adelaide 
Dear crT, 
Please don't eat the daisies. 
Rock Hudson 
P.S. I wasn't, but some of my 'mates' 
may have been. 
Dear crT, 
I've been having this wild affair with 
Hagar for years and years, and there's 
not a thing Owen and his poncy 
Countess can do about it. 
Juliet Jones 
P.S. Can I please be in your magazine? 
DearCfT, 
I'd just like to let you know that I can 
fmd a deviant.anytime I want to. 
Neville Harper 
Dear crT, 
It's not cheap, you know! Lollies cost 
a lot, and there's the upkeep on the 
car. 
Strangers' Association 
Dear crT, 
Don't get your hopes up too high. 
This is a big money spinner for us. 
Geneva City Council 
Dear crT, 
Help! Help! Glub! Glub! 
The Australian Dollar 
Dear crT, 
Had you going for a while, eh! 
A Zany Mexican Ventriloquist 
Earthquake Rescue Worker 
DearCfT, 
Even I think I'm boring. 
John Howard 
P.S. Was that a honeymoon? 
Dear crT, 
I always wanted to be a rich American 
who exploited Australia -now I am. 
Rupert Murdoch 
Dear crT, 
Truly-ruly. We are an independent 
body. Honest! 
DearCfT, 
Qld Electoral 
Distribution Committee 
Boom! Where's my camera? Boom! 
Glub, glub, glub, urggbleargh. 
Rainbow Warrior 
DearCfT, 
Isn't TV boring when the ratings have 
fmished? 
Everybody 
Dear Everyone, 
Get fucked. We couldn't give a 
dingo's pair of scissors what you care. 
More bucks for us! 
The TV Programme Managers 
of Australia 
Dear crT, 
Us neither! 
Public Servants 
DearCfT, 
Same here! 
Dear crT, 
Yep. That's the truth. 
DearCTT, 
Bus Drivers 
Small Business 
Since everybody's laying their cards 
on the table - we couldn't give a fuck 
either. .. . 
Private Enterprise in General 
DearCTT, 
Glad we've reached 
respect of this matter. 
concensus in 
Bob Hawke 
My dearest Cane Toad Times, 
When you read the papers about the 
fightings and evils going on in the world do 
you ever stop and ask yourself WHY? 
Have you ever thought abou!.fin:umcision, this evil 
barbarous operation for.cel!OnJews by organised 
religion thousands of years ago in order to have 
scapegoats when things went wrong. 
That circumcision probably started with the Aboriginal 
people in Australia and spread from there all over the · 
world. 
That there is no difference between a young man who 
lets himself be circumcised (mostly because of 
homosexuality), the jew whose religion demands it, the 
Arabs ditto and the blackest tribe in Mrica or 
anywhere else in the world who practice this barbaric 
rite, only the number of generations this operation has 
been carried out. 
That it is a gross violation of NA TORE WHO IS GOD 
and if NA TORE had wanted men circumcised 
NATURE would have created man without his 
foreskin. 
That the ov�rpopulation in the world is a result of 
circumcision because the removal of the foreskin 
leaves th.e gland bared so the person is continually 
being stimulated sexually by the friction on his bared 
gland so that NATURE has never blessed these people 
with inventors of great blessings for the world. The 
Japanese who have practiced barings of their glands 
have never been great inventors either, apart from 
inventing the art of copying the inventions of others. 
That a circumcised penis does not give a woman an 
orgasm. It does not touch the Grafenberg spot. I have 
been married to a circumcised Jew and never had a 
vaginal orgasm during that marriage, and I suspect that 
the very idea behind circumcision was exactly to kill 
the love between man and woman and to give orgasms 
in homosexual anal intercourse which (according to a 
Danish author writing about homosexuality) can only 
be achieved by very deep penetration. We have read 
about the ftSt treatment where these unfortunate 
people insert a whole fist in order to obtain the big 
orgasm they have heard about. It was undoubtably this 
sort of thing Socrates and Krito talked about in The 
Last Days of Socrates when Socrates pointed out that a 
body destroyed was not worth living with. 
That the deep penetration causes damage to the female 
body (I have three damaged vertebrae in my lower 
back which I put down to the fact that my late 
husband's penis was circumcised and too big) and that 
all the back troubles in the Western world today are 
caused by the increased use of circumcision which 
stimulates the growth of the penis (Portnoy's 
complaint). 
I often wonder if the Pope and the Cardinals of the 
Catholic church and the Archbishops and other beads 
of the Protestant churches are circumcised. I know 
from my own life that circumcised people think 
themselves a cut above the rest and are totally unaware 
that they are the springboard to the third world. An 
aborigine in an interview said that an uncircumcised 
man was not a persOn. Unless the leaders of the 
Aboriginal people (who all have some uncircumcised 
genes) r_Falises that circumcision has got to go tf land 
rights are to be a blessing to their people and so has 
other violations of NATURE such as old men's rights 
to young girls. It cannot be pointed out often enough 
that a person has the right to grow up unmolested be it 
by circumcision or any other sexual interference. 
. In 19H after losing my last court c�e (not to do ;.,ith 
my husband), I lost the will to live, convinced that a 
homosexual conspiracy embraced the entire legal 
system. I went back to Denmark in 1974 only to find 
the situation there even worse. For two years I cried 
every night before going to sleep, convincing myself 
that my endeavours were to no avail and only if I took 
my life, which I did not find worth living under such 
corruption, could I maybe bring about an 
investigation. I had decided to leave my body at a 
secluded spot in a forest near where I u�.::d to live 
before coming to Australia, and I would write a letter 
to Mr Ricard and ask him to dispose of it as he had told 
me so many years ago, and I thought it appropriate 
that he should do this. I had cursed my children not to 
have any children years before when my late husband 
used them in order to make a trust to deprive me of 
everything. The court accepted it. Although I felt 
terrible about having cursed my children afterwards, I 
also realised it had been a BLESSING IN DISGUISE. 
When I saw how men flirted with each other openly 
and picked up boys on the street in Helsingor, and a 
woman being tonured regularly with men laughing in 
the flat next to mine and teachers openly boasting in 
newspapers of how they had seduced boys from the age 
of eight in their care and the women given the most 
prominence in the Women's Movement advocating 
pornography, sex with children etc e�c, all in the name 
of women's lib, I know that I had been right. I love 
· children too much to see them hom into a society 
· where they can be raped before they are out of the 
pram. I believe that that was what Medea did; she did 
not kill her children, she only made them without 
value to Jason who was going to marry a barren woman 
and take the sons from Medea. 
It was after reading a work by a Danish historian, Peter 
. P. Rohde, about ancient Greece in which he explained 
·,that it was homosexualiry which had killed the 
NATURE religion of The Great Mother and also 
· homosexuality which had made the success of the 
religion under God the Father Almighty spread to 
· everywhere. Also the fact that I got a letter from 
someone very dear to me that she had been thinking of 
· taking her life and I realised that it was the same evil at 
work and I decided to go on living and fight it. 
·Yours sincerely, 
Bodle Allan 
PS: For approximately three years I .-ked Hornsby 
Council to print several articles about homosexual 
diseases for distribution to householders infor�ng 
· about the dangers to their .Ons. The Council refused it 
but very shortly after an anonymous chainletter arrived 
consisting of two very large sheets of photocopied 
paper. The one sheet had on it a special declaration 
which Jews can recite and which cancels out anything 
they may have entered into. Having been married to a 
Jew I had no idea that such a thing existed. One sheet 
consisted of alleged sayings by the former Gov�mor 
. General which I had no way of knowing to be true or 
not. It was highly seditious and I showed it to the local 
. police sergeant when I received it. He thought it was 
only religious nonsense but I said it was highly 
political. The more I read it the more I became 
convinced that it was an attempt to set me up in the 
. hope that I would distribute it. 
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